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The First Word...
by Martin Whipp
ex-editor of ALGOL
Hello everyone, and welcome to this very special septuagesiquintennial edition of Algol. Okay – it‘s not been on the go
for 75 YEARS – but we have now produced 75 issues of this
minor masterpiece! And it was too good a word not to use in
my opening sentence! I wonder what it‘s worth in Scrabble….
Can I say at this point that even though I really enjoyed being
in Australia, just how great it is to be back in Blighty, and how
welcoming you have all been to me – Thank you for that.
Anyway, I have been graciously requested by our new Editor,
Alex [and MartinD] to do this First Word for you. He saw it
very fitting that I should write it, seeing how I have put most
of the Algols together over the last 20 years, and that I could
perhaps reflect on the development of this wonderful magazine of ours.
The society magazine, circular, bulletin, newsletter call-itwhat-you-will is in my opinion the centre of astronomical society culture. It‘s a forum for the young, the old, the involved
and the newcomers to say what they want, about where
they‘ve been going, and what they‘ve been doing. This in turn
can give rise to others being inspired to get out and do something of their own. It doesn‘t matter how crazy the idea is – the
main thing to remember is that you are getting out there, doing
what you want to do in the world of astronomy, and you aren‘t
just sitting there on your butt watching the telly. And we, the
rest of the society, appreciate your efforts, and want to read
about your exploits in Algol!
Of course, over the years the York AS magazine has had many
facelifts. We have had many society logos, but the name of
Algol has stuck almost from the beginning (see our website if
you don‘t know why we have that name).

special. Many societies do magazines far more frequently than
ours, but they are padded out with NASA news and stuff found
on the internet. We have nothing but home-grown articles, and
this makes us very special.
I have, of course realised by now that I am repeating my farewell speech from two years ago in this article, but if something
is worth saying, then it is worth saying twice! And following
my two years away, I have returned to a society that has grown
and developed, and there are many new faces that I have yet to
become acquainted with. This is a good thing, and long may it
continue.
I hope you enjoy the rest of this anniversary edition of Algol.

— Martin Whipp
ex-editor, ALGOL
[I can provide a reason why Algol 37 had a plain blue cover... At
the time YAS had a few problems and Simon Howard and I met at his
parents‟ home and cobbled together a 'rushed' copy of Algol. We had
next to nothing to work with: no meetings planned, no committee, no
observatory, just about £500 in the bank which we vowed not to touch,
a BBC Acorn Micro and a pile of paper.
We did Algol in a Sunday afternoon, 5 pages —10 sides— and we
thought the blue would make a cover of sorts, it kept YAS afloat for a
few crucial months. Then Martin Whipp and Mathew Smith (who was
invited to a committee meeting at Dave Barker‟s house) said they
would like to '...have a go...' Before any more could be said I replied
something like 'make it so...' I would add that Algol 37 included the
following by Simon: 'I would like to congratulate to Matthew S. Smith
and Martin K. Whipp whom both got a B in their
G.C.S.E. astronomy' (written exactly like this :-) ). Algol 38 carried on
in this vein of 'mickey-taking and leg pulling'... — MartinD, Ed]

I took over command of this great ship in 1991 when, having
seen the poor state of the front cover of Issue 37 —a blank
blue sheet with ‗37‘written in biro!— my good friend Matt
Smith and I offered to do a little better. Issue 38 was a mere 9
pages long, but we were on the way!
As we progressed, the magazine developed from what was
merely two teenagers having a laugh producing the goods, into
something a little more serious, and when it came round to the
Solar Eclipse in 1999 in Cornwall, that became the turning
point in both the society‘s history and the style of Algol too.
Finally we had a magazine that was written by members, for
members, and contained nothing but articles about the members and exploits of the York AS. Now, that is something very
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Society News
Some of the latest info and updates from YAS
The Early Crescent Moon

Friends who were also there included Carolyn Lawson, who
helped spot the crescent with her excellent eyesight.

by Martin Whillock

The image above will give some idea of what was seen, but the
crescent is so faint it may not reproduce in print. [Let‟s hope we
prove you wrong, Martin! — Alex, Ed]

Leeds Astromeet,
7th November, 2009
The Leeds Astronomical Society have announced the planned
line-up of speakers for this year‘s Leeds Astromeet, and a most
excellent line-up it is.
Invited speakers include:
Dame Jocelyn Bell-Burnell (Oxford): ‗In Pursuit of Pulsars‘
Dr Monica Grady (Open Univ./National History Museum):
‗Astronomy by Microscope‘
Professor Mike Edmunds (Cardiff): ‗The Antikythera
Mechanism‘

The first appearance of the Crescent Moon each month is a
challenge for amateur astronomers and is important for the start
day of each Islamic Lunar Calendar.
On Saturday 25th April York Astronomical Society members
gathered to spot the crescent at Roulston Scar escarpment near
Sutton Bank, Thirsk, North Yorkshire, with the kind permission
of the York Gliding Club.
A 17-hour old crescent was spotted and photographed by YAS
member Glen Berry, with his 70mm Williams Optics refractor
telescope. It is very unusual to see the crescent at less than 24
hours old. To be exact it was 16 hours and 53 minutes old when
first seen at 9.15 PM BST. The time of this image was 9.20pm,
so 16 hours 58 minutes old. New Moon was at 04.22 AM BST.
Muslim member Qamar Uddin was delighted with the sighting
and reported it to the UK Islamic Calendar authority, the UK
Council of Muslim Scholars. The time of the visual sighting of
the crescent, by naked eye, is used to determine the start of
each month. There is an element of competition as to who sees
it first, and there are discussions about accepting the validity of
a sighting with binoculars or telescopes.

Dr Allan Chapman (Oxford): ‗James Glaisher — Victorian
Astronomer, Meteorologist and Aeronaut‘
Professor Alan Watson (Leeds): ‗The Birth of Cosmic Ray
Astronomy on the Argentine Pampas‘
The venue is The Clothworkers Hall and Foyer, School of Music, Leeds University, and tickets are priced at £10 (reduced to
£5 for under 18s and full-time students on presentation of a
valid Student Card).

Observatory Update(s)
by Martin Dawson and Martin Whillock
Martin Whillock

YAS 15-year old member Philip Jennings also photographed
the crescent and was justifiably very pleased with his achievement.
When photographed the crescent was almost invisible to the
naked eye — the power of digital cameras and telescopes were
required to make it visible.
Other YAS members who took part in this special observing
session were Martin Dawson, Andy Lawson, Paul Buglass.
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The pillar for the 12" Meade is finished, and awaiting
final Drift Alignment adjustment. The big Meade can
now be quickly fixed to the pillar.
The T-Rex has been raised 14" so it can see a lower horizon. A plinth was added to the original pillar, which
incorporates a Drift Alignment facility. The plinth was
designed by Martin Whillock and John Roberts, and
made by John Robert's friend. Someone has some pix,
and MW1 has a video.
The storage container has been cleared out andtidied
very well by Glen Berry and Martin Dawson — the roof
still leaks very badly so ideas about what to do with that
are needed, anyone?

May 2009

The Second Saturday of every month is Working Party
Day — all are welcome.

2009 June 03, Wednesday, YAS Public Star Party, Knavesmire
Public Star Party at the Knavesmire, York

Please can we ensure that all members are aware that we
have several telescopes that are available for loaning to
members? We currently have 6 of these which are not
being used at all, including Refractors and Reflectors.

2009 June 05, Friday, YAS Meeting, Priory Street Centre
Michael Merrifield: ‗Rare Stars and Cosmic Mayhem‘

The small TAL was loaned to Owen Fallows for about a
year — this inspired Owen and his mum to buy a good
set up of their own. Loans are for a long period because
this is what is needed to get good use of a
scope. Experienced members are available to help members having a loan scope — setting up, etc.

2009 July 03, Friday, YAS Meeting, Priory Street Centre
Martin Whipp: ‗Astronomy Down Under‘

Martin Dawson
Recently a lot of work has happened at the observatory. Glen
cleared out the storage container. Paul Buglass, Philip Holmes
and Martin Whipp laid wiring from the Portakabin to the
Bridge. Martin Dawson built a book case from some of the
scrap wood, in which the 'Harry White Astronomy Now Collection' is now stored.
But one very important development was the riser or extension
to the mount for the AE (Luton) Ltd 12-in — all due thanks
to Martin Whillock and John Roberts who designed it and John's
friend, Emil Fernandes of Greenhey Industrial and Marine.
Guess you will have to see the film when its released...'

2009 June 19, Friday, YAS Meeting, Priory Street Centre
Mark Dawson: ‗The Victorian Time Machine‘

2009 July 17, Friday, YAS Meeting, Priory Street Centre
Prof. Paola Casselli: ‗Star Formation‘
2009 September 04, Friday YAS Meeting, Priory Street Centre
New season kick-off meeting
2009 September 18, Friday YAS Meeting, Priory Street Centre
Rob Hine: ‗Heavenly Bodies with Magnetic Personalities‘
2009 September 30, Wed, YAS Public Star Party, Knavesmire
Public Star Party at the Knavesmire, York
2009 October 02, Friday, YAS Meeting, Priory Street Centre
Paul Money: ‗On Top of the World‘
*followed by the YAS AGM Meeting
2009 October 16, Friday, YAS Meeting, Priory Street Centre
Martin Morgan-Taylor: TITLE TO BE CONFIRMED
2009 October 24, Saturday, Sutton Bank
Out-of-Town Star Party at Sutton Bank as part of International Year of Astronomy — MOON WAXING
2009 October 28, Wed, YAS Public Star Party, Knavesmire
Public Star Party at the Knavesmire, York
2009 November 06, Friday, YAS Meeting, Priory Street Centre
Jim Wild: ‗Climate Change and the Sun‘
2009 November 20, Friday, YAS Meeting, Priory Street Centre
Martin Lunn: ‗Pre-Telescope Astronomy‘
2009 November 25, Wed, YAS Public Star Party, Knavesmire
Public Star Party at the Knavesmire, York
2009 December 04, Friday, YAS Meeting, Priory Street Centre
Gain Lee: ‗Astrophotography‘

Forthcoming Events
on the YAS Horizon
2009 May 15, Friday Harrogate AS Meeting, Harrogate
Dr Allan Chapman: ‘Thomas Harriot: The English Telescopic Observer who pipped Galileo in 1609‘
2009 May 27, Wednesday, YAS Public Star Party, Knavesmire
Public Star Party at the Knavesmire, York

2009 December 12, Saturday, Sutton Bank
Out-of-Town Star Party at Sutton Bank as part of International Year of Astronomy — MOON WANING
2009 December 18, Friday, YAS Meeting, Priory Street Centre
Informal Christmas Meeting: fun, frolics, and food
2009 December 23, Wed, YAS Public Star Party, Knavesmire
Public Star Party at the Knavesmire, York

‘The Two Castles’ — an excellent photo of Eggborough power station, taken from Easingwold by Martin Whillock
experimenting with his Nikon D40. The shot was handheld, and the image was cropped and tweaked with Microsoft
Picture Manager. It was also shown by Paultheweatherman on BBC’s Look North programme.
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f r a gme n t a t io n

Okay, those bits’n’bobs that don’t fit anywhere else...
Well, I‟ve made no secret of my desire to try and include some
comments in the magazine, even a letter column of sorts, and
thus I have managed to cobble together the following from
fragments of various email exchanges since the „new‟ Algol
appeared.
Best start with Algol 73 though, back when MartinD and I decided to take on the mantle of editorship... I have to try and
maintain some sort of order here, y‟know?

John Lockett
Looks great and the picture of me in my spaceship is
most flattering and the spitting image of me.
..... No problem, squire, anything I can do to help your PR, just
give us a call... :-)

Paul Buglass

..... And to that I say, hear, hear. I‟m in a similar boat, Richard,
and am pretty sure we‟re not the only ones. So get that camera
clicking Mr D, and be quick about it...

Paul Buglass
Only the crew from the Obs work party have received
their copies [of Algol] so far, and everyone I’ve heard from
likes it big time! As you say, tonight is the first meeting
where it will be passed out to YAS members. We generally
keep them for members to collect at the first three meetings after publication, then allow non-members to buy the
remaining copies.
What I will also do from now on is to keep an archive
on CD-ROM of each issue for future re-publication, and
inclusion on our new YAS web site when it is finally up and
running.
Excellent work Mr editors (Alex and MartinD). I look
forward to Algol 74...

You will both (all), be pleased to know I have a box with
60 (59 now) copies of Algol 73 in it, and I must say ―it looks
cracking!‖
Very nice work Alex. Well done to both of you. We will
hand them out at the next YAS meeting (AGM), and the
following 2 meetings after that, to members only.

..... Well done, that man... consider yourself let off a tonguelashing from the venomous MartinD... And be sure it doesn‟t
happen again, dear sir!
And with that, we can move swiftly onto Algol 74... in
which Paul Mackay touched on some British SF...

..... I think this was a case of famous last words, occurring as it
did, just before that fateful day when Mr Buglass realised he‟d
forgotten them at home!

Martin Whillock

Martin Whillock
Got my latest Algol today. Well done Martin D & Alex.
Nice crisp layout. Phil Shep' always has something inspiring
to say about the Moon. Did Adrian Mole write the amusing
Real Optics piece?
..... Now that would be telling... although I have to say that
you‟re not the only one who suspects Martin D could have been
young Master Mole in another life...

Richard Edwards
Just finished reading Algol 73 and thought it was great,
so don't worry... I'm sure everyone else will say the same
too.
Liked the return of the Astronomer's Diary especially.
With me not being able to attend all of the meetings and
star parties due to working shifts, it’s a good way of catching up with what’s been going on. Might be nice if we could
get one or two pics in this section from the meetings or star
parties?
Anyhow, keep up the good work mate.

As a previous editor of various newsletters in the dim
past, I know how difficult it is, especially when you get no
feedback! I have been reading Algol 74 again, and I like it.
Paul Mackay's SF article especially got my attention, as
I thought I was a SF fan. Having read this I realise I have
been stuck in the SF past — my favourite [authors] are
Arthur C Clarke, Issac Asimov, Lewis Carroll, John
Wyndham, H.G. Wells, J.G. Ballard, Kingsley Amis, Brian
Aldiss, Harrison, Philip K. Dick, Ray Bradbury, and Dan
Dare... [!? - Alex, Ed]
My dad and I used to get Analog magazine every month
for many years — they all got scrapped when he died. Analog was edited by John W. Campbell for many years from
1938, it started life as Astounding Science Fiction and
Fact. We got it before it changed to paperback format. I
see from the internet it is still being published. I will have
to sign up again. Astounding SF & F was the source of
many of the ideas in Star Wars.
I have a collection of a paperback series full of short
stories called New Writings in Science Fiction edited mostly
by John Carnell. I like the short story format.
Back to Paul Mackay — I'm very impressed by your
wide knowledge. I don't know what Cyberpunk or Steampunk is, or the difference between Space Opera and Fantasy. Should I care? Why categorise — if a story is well
written it will stand on its own?
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Martin Whillock cont‟d

Paul Buglass

I have read Hamilton's The Neutronium Alchemist, and
enjoyed it — I suppose I was ready for a long read. It was
too long, but I have decided to read the second and third
parts of this trilogy, if I can find paperbacks in fairly large
print in a charity shop! As Paul says — new books are too
expensive.
I read Kim Stanley Robinson's Mars trilogy and enjoyed them, but again they are too long. Some good ideas
here — roofing over and lining a deep canyon with diamond, as somewhere for Earthlings to live. Burrowing into
the Ice Cap for the same. Also there was a robot factory
which trundled along recovering and recycling the remains
of a space elevator which had been brought down by the
rebels, who wanted nothing more to do with Earth.
I am very pleased that my eldest daughter is an SF
reader, Fantasy mostly I think, at least she got something
from me! She has a big collection.
So thanks Paul M, for stirring my synapses.

I received the YAS copy of the BAA Journal for February 2009 this morning and while reading through it I came
across a letter from Martin Whillock, YAS's Honourable
Secretary, talking about the poor quality of some telescopes
we see members of the public buying and bringing along to
our public events looking for help setting them up and using
them.
Martin commented on the poor quality often putting off
beginners, especially young people, and asked if there was
something which could be done to improve the quality of
such scopes? He suggested introducing some sort of quality
mark scheme supported by the BAA, SPA or other body.
This would indicate if a particular scope met some basic
requirements for stability and quality of optics and construction.
Well done Martin for an excellent idea and getting it
published in the BAA Journal. Hopefully it will be the start
of something bigger.

Paul Mackay

I recently put forward the idea that with the number of talented
photographers we have here in the YAS, maybe we could try
and conceivably put together an annual calendar of astronomyrelated photography?

Thanks for those kind words... all the mentioned titles in
the article I have available for loan if you want to try something new.
My favourite is Alistair Reynolds’ Revelation Space, I've
read it 4 times!
I thought the Neutronium Alchemist and sequels were
overlong but his 2nd and 3rd trilogies (Commonwealth Trilogy, and Void trilogy) are just as long, but read much
better.
If there is a spot in Algol for a regular sci fi section, I can
examine modern authors and genres in greater detail
(perhaps less cynically?)... not sure if it undermines the underlying ethos of Algol though...
What do you think Alex?
..... The underlying ethos of Algol, Paul? Don‟t make me laugh,
young man... I just put the thing together, and the ultimate purpose is to entertain and inform, ideally on YAS matters, but
anything remotely related to Astronomical matters is fine by
me... what was it I saw recently, in relation to YAS? Ooh yes...
All things Astronomical in Yorkshire... Oh, I had a bellyful at
that, especially to think what some other societies in Yorkshire
may have thought...
That said, I'm open to anything within reason related to
stars and space, so why not SF as well? Methinks I'll maybe put
it to the readers and see what happens?
More letters next time, folks...
And now for something completely different... well okay, not
really...

Martin Dawson
Recently, Martin Whillock has been on television, well at
least his name and work has! Paul the Weatherman shewed
a quick glimpse of his picture of Eggborough Power Station
– as seen from Easingwold [check out this photo on page 5,
superb. — Alex, Ed]. It looks very dramatic. Well done
Martin! He has also been in the BAA Journal, Paul Buglass
filed the following report on the YAS Yahoo site…

Martin Whillock
If you go ahead with a calendar, or YAS pix best collection,
please twist John Lockett's arm for some of his — some of
his deep sky pix from Acomb (!) are superb.
..... Well I certainly wasn‟t putting myself forward to do it but I
can‟t see it being that difficult to put together — famous last
words, perhaps? Good job then, that Mr Whipp has stepped up
to the plate...

Martin Whipp
OOOH — ME! ME! ME! PLEEEEEEEZE!
Can I do it, sir?
Oh, and Did You Know? There are some astronomy-related
portraits displayed in the Gallery at Beningborough Hall apparently...

Lee Entwhistle
2009 March 11 — I came across this item via a posting
on the BAA Members Forum. My apologies if you know of
it already.
Beningborough Hall has an event: 'Star Gazing: the Development of Astronomy in the Eighteenth Century'. A portrait display of various historical UK astronomers just a few
miles outside the City of York. Here is the link:
www.npg.org.uk/whatson/event-root/star-gazing-thedevelopment-of-astronomy-in-the-eighteenth- century.php
This would appear to be a joint venture between the
National Portrait Gallery and the National Trust. If you
intend attending this Yorkshire event I would advise checking the days that the venue will be open. I did not know of
Beningborough Hall until I researched the original posting.
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The Telescope Hunters
Cheryl and Owen Fallows

After borrowing the YAS club TAL telescope for a year we
decided it was time to own our very own. The journey to finally
having our own adorable piece of equipment has been an interesting one and we wouldn‘t have got there without the excellent
help and advice of YAS members.
We started out in May 08 with an email from Martin Whillock
with the following very great tips:
Do lots of research to decide what design of scope. Come to
YAS meetings to see different sorts. The SPA, BAA and others
on the internet give advice about buying. Get to know the different sorts — Reflectors, Refractors, Catadioptic (aka Maksutov), and Cassegrain.
Decide when and where it will be used. If it has to be portable,
it will have to be lighter than something in its own building at
home.
Once you have decided what you want — shop around. There
are a lot of good second-hand scopes out there, and a lot of
bargain new ones. There is a shop in Scarborough with Sky
Watcher telescopes for £200-£300. Barry Watts in Lincolnshire
has some bargains, but you would have to go there to see him
(he does not use a computer).
A good mount is just as important as the optics. An Equatorial
mount is best, with a drive. They are usually known as „EQ‟
followed by a number. An EQ6 is the best, but expensive.
A few eyepieces should come with the scope but you can add
these as you need. Good eyepieces are worth having, but can be
expensive. x2 and x3 Barlows add to your options with the eyepieces. Filters can be useful — are you living near street
lights?
You could choose a mount giving „Go To‟ computerised control
AND manual adjustment — then you have a choice between
finding things in the sky with a Planisphere and sky map, or
just keying in the target you want.
Whilst we now understand, with more experience, what all this
information from Martin means, at the time it was hard to get a
handle on all the options and which way to go. The budget was
penciled in at around £500 and with that in mind and the above
hints from Martin we started with checking out two websites
regularly for second-hand Astronomy equipment:
UK astronomy buy and sell:
http://www.astrobuysell.com/uk/propview.php

astronomy equipment. We started doing this by typing the
name of the second-hand equipment into Google and so began
to collect a range of sites in the UK that sold new equipment.
By looking at these sites and comparing the second-hand kit to
similar new equipment we started to build an understanding of
the range of telescopes on offer and the combinations of mount/
telescope packages.
Some sites seemed particularly good and by browsing we increased our basic knowledge, for example, the difference between reflectors and refractors. The Sherwoods site (http://
www.sherwoods-photo.com/) was particularly easy to navigate
and the information section on ‗Telescope Basics‘ was very
useful. It became apparent that we probably couldn‘t go wrong
with a Newtonian telescope and an equatorial mount in terms of
value for money.
In deciding what size tube to get we worked on the basis that
the borrowed club TAL was a 4‖ and so we thought a 6‖ or 8‖
would give us something that would last us for a good few
years before we got more ambitious.
The crunch came when one day we saw a setup on the ‗UK
astronomy buy and sell website‘ — an 8‖ tube on a motorised
mount for £499 second-hand, inclusive of a range of eyepieces
and other bits. We phoned Paul Buglass to ask if he thought this
was good and he quickly told us to look at the ‗Rother Valley
Optics‘ website (http://www.rothervalleyoptics.co.uk/
home.php) where they were advertising a similar package -- a
HEQ-5 equatorial motorised mount with a Skywatcher 8‖ telescope plus eyepieces for £500, also including a DVD on the use
of equatorial mounts. It was clear that this package was very
good value being the same price as the second-hand setup.
The words of Martin Whillock were ringing in our ears ‗A good
mount is as important as the optics. An Equatorial mount is
best, with a drive‘. So on that basis we contacted Rother Valley
Optics to order the package.
Unfortunately, we were told that the HEQ-5 mount/tripod was
out of stock and may not be available in the next week or two.
A week later we made another phone call and were told that
actually there were none in the country and that particular
mount was being terminated. This was a bit of a blow as the
alternatives meant a pricier package including making the leap
to a more expensive motorised mount. By now however, we
were bitten by the bug of owning and driving a motorised
mount.

UK Astro Ads http://www.astronomy-uk.co.uk/smf/index.php

After a bit of deliberation we decided to commit to the expense
and invest in a HEQ-5 Pro mount which allowed us to use a
GoTo scope.

In order to see what any equipment listed on second-hand sites
looked like (as photos are not always supplied) we followed up
the specifications on anything that sounded interesting (eg. telescope with mount for £200-500) by looking at websites of new

We compared the packages being offered by Rother Valley
Optics, Sherwoods, Pulsar Optical and Optical Vision Ltd. In
the end we decided on an 8‖ Skywatcher, and a HEQ-5 Pro
mount with GoTo for around £860.
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The budget was blown but it means we won‘t be upgrading for
a long time and will have many hours of fun playing with the
new toy.
The aim now is to learn how to drive it, then link it to the laptop so that we can sit in the warmth on icy nights and control
the mount via the laptop and take photos, the only problem now
is what to call it? Is it a girl or a boy?
We‘re not sure yet…

— Cheryl and Owen Fallows

By Vulcan to Australia Non-Stop?
I can‘t locate the source or quote the author‘s name but the following account may be of interest.
I have just taken Judy out for her last pid, and sat outside and
noted the positions of Mars, Aldebaran and Betelgeuse, almost
in alignment. That took me back to Saturn, Procyon and Sirius.
Despite the light pollution background from the local village, it
is still possible to see the Milky Way with the naked
(bespectacled) eye. Tonight it reminded me of a very special
non-stop flight in one of Aunty Betty's tin triangles non-stop
from Wadders to Perth in West Oz, in only 18 hours and 20
minutes. Out over the Indian Ocean, my captain got out of his
seat and left me to pilot for a while. It was bright dark and the
stars were incredible. Some of our navigation equipment had
failed so we were following about 5 miles behind another Vulcan who knew where he was going. I was so impressed with the
stars, that I lost its flashing white lights in front of me in the
mass of flashing white stars all around me! I suddenly awoke
from my reverie and had to really, really concentrate! Luckily,
I drifted through the trailing turbulence and made out my
leader and snuck quietly up a bit closer without having to admit
my negligence. It was a bit scary for me but I have never forgotten the incredible brilliance of those stars seen from 40000something 000 feet with no lights at all from the planet below.
The best I have ever seen through a „tescopeep‟ was the sight of
Jupiter's moons for a few seconds. What price a longer peep
through yours? Imagine climbing into a machine in the middle
of the afternoon, and poodling off across France, Libya, Sudan,
Egypt, Ethiopia, down across the Indian ocean, past the Maldives, the Keeling islands, and then clipping along to land in
Oz to a TV and Champagne reception, having picked up four
loads of fuel from mid-air tankers enroute. Follow that with a
week of hectic partying in Melbourne and Sydney, and I had my
first case of the DTs as a passenger on the way back. Oh yes,
and I got paid to do it........
For the uninitiated amongst us ‗Aunty Betty‘ is Queen Elizabeth II and a ‗Tin Triangle‘ is one of Avro‘s lovely aeroplanes,
a Vulcan; and Wadders is Waddington where some were based
during the height of the Cold War. I received this ‗secondhand‘ years ago the author had forgotten when it was but I
guess a trawl through his log book would produce a date. I believe it may have been 21 June 1961. See… ‗FLIGHT‘ for 07
September 1961 and ‗Famous Bomber Aircraft‘, Martin Bowman, 1989, PSL.

— unearthed by Martin Dawson
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Celestial Sampler: 60 SmallScope Tours for Starlit Nights
by Sue French
This book is one I would highly recommend to anyone who
has a small telescope and wishes to have a scope side guide
for nights of observing. The aim of the book is to act as a
friend and mentor in taking you on a tour around parts of
the night sky. On each journey, of which there are 60 in the
book, you are shown how to locate different objects of interest, and given useful information about the objects you
uncover as your tour progresses.
The tours are carefully sorted into the different seasons of
the year, so you are able to select an appropriate journey
for the time of year you are observing. It is also easy to stay
up later and pick a tour from the following season for early
morning observing if so inclined.
All in all the writing style of Sue French is very conversational in nature and encourages the reader to share the enthusiasm she obviously displays for the objects she describes. This delightful book is actually a compilation of
some of Sue‘s monthly observing columns, previously published in the US magazine Sky and Telescope over recent
years, which is a testament to her writing ability. Through
out the book there are finder charts and illustrations which
complement the text, and greatly ease the job of locating
and recognising the objects you are hunting.
Having read this book from cover to cover, and tried a few
of the tours myself, I have to say that in terms of sheer enthusiasm and writing skill, I would place Sue up there with
my two other favourite US Astronomy authors, namely
Steve R Coe, and Stephen James O‘Meara.
If you buy one observing guide this year, I would highly
recommend this one. Available from Amazon (via the YAS
Web shop) for £15.62, with free postage available at the
time of writing.

— reviewed by Paul Buglass
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Restoration of a Tripod
Martin Dawson does it his way!

Based on his presentation to the YAS on 2009 Dec 19
YAS Meeting No. 792
One of the cornerstones of astronomy is building your own
equipment or recycling components to make something else.
This is driven by the cost facture of something new or perhaps
just the enjoyment derived from creating something new from
what is just scrap. The following is how I converted two rather
derelict tripods.
In the late 1970s – early 1980s Slik 88 tripods were the bee‘s
knees. A very versatile tripod that could be converted into a
kind of miniature overhead gantry, one of its three legs could
be spread wide and rested on a chair so allowing a camera to be
mounted mid way on the leg to enable you to point the camera
straight down and take pictures of documents. The pan and tilt
head had a built in level, a ball bearing running in a cup under a
clear plastic window. With the legs extended it reached some
five feet tall and with the winding handle and rack & pinion,
the pan and tilt head could be raised another foot. All in all a
very versatile tripod and being made of aluminium, was very
light. I‘d had mine for nearly 20 years and was a little disappointed when it finally gave up the ghost.

juggling and part of a brass and chrome rail from some bathroom fitting of old (we will come back to this later) —and an
aluminium billet that Martin Whipp had cast and turned on a
lathe some years ago originally to use on a permanent pillar so
it would take his EQ-2 mount— I suddenly had a new tripod
upon which to mount my Orion 10x70s or a camera.
Thing is though, the Topcon – a very respectable name in optics that went back to the 1930s – was a mess, it was covered in
cement, sand and the paint was worn. It looked awful and after
the final chapter of the Home Made Star Diagonal a couple of
weeks before, I decided I needed a good project and decided to
restore the tripod.
I did a little research work on it first to see if such a project was
feasible. I replaced all the screws and nuts with stainless steel,
half round-headed recess screws of M4, M5 and M6 thread
(Allan screws to you, but that‘s a trade name not a type of
screw or bolt head). Andy Lawson gave me a fist-full ages ago,
this collection provided most of them but I still needed some
more, like the large penny washer and a 2-inch ¼ screw bought
from the Autojumble (in Rufforth, first Saturday each month, I
have been going since 1997, and never miss it if I can help it,
not even family do‘s, storms or tempests will keep me away…).
While there I touched base with a gentlemen who had done
some painting for me before and I described what I wanted, he
replied ‗…no problem, bring it all in next month‘.
Next month arrived, I stripped the tripod down, right down to
its basic components, nuts, bolts, the lot, some 102 parts, oh
dear can I really do this? I took some pictures but probably not
enough. Still, here we go, it‘s ‗I owe, I owe, it‘s off to Rufforth
I go‘ again with a box of bits.

Meanwhile, John Roberts had given me a Topcon surveyor‘s
tripod. All aluminium and in two draws could extend well over
six foot. This set me thinking. As the Slik 88‘s pan and tilt head
was not damaged, would it fit the Topcon? With a little bit of

‗Yep, no probs says the man, be about 40 quid‘. A colour was
chosen, I wanted a charcoal grey to match the LXD-55 tripod
and pier on my Meade 5-in, he had a nice motorcycle wheel
that had been painted. It was ideal.
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Off I went wondering if I had done the right thing, and that
following month was a little worrying, could I remember what
went where? And if not, would the painted parts just be so
much scrap? £40 plus the £8? Could I really afford it, well we
were committed, I was the pig in an egg and ham pie, the
chicken is involved and can walk away, but the pig is committed, really committed…
The following month‘s trip to Rufforth Autojumble could not
come quick enough. I was soon up there, £40 in hand and he
was there sat behind his bench. We were soon huddled behind
said bench looking at my newly painted parts, they were excellent, he told me he had grit-blasted them, then powder-coated
them and that it was a change to his normal fare of motorcycle
frames and wheels. Money was swapped for the bits and I was
soon on my way home.
So, how do I approach this rebuild? Guess it‘s a bit like restoring an old car or motorbike. I had one advantage. The legs were
the same and three off. The stage at the top was a one-off and
had larger components compared to the legs. So I laid every
thing out and proceeded to build up the stage. I then tackled the
legs. The parts count was soon reduced so I was winning. In 2
hours I had a new —nearly new— six-foot tripod. The long
aluminium tubes that make up the legs I had left them in their
original anodisation and scratched — they would soon be
scratched and if I had had them re-anodised any digs and dents
would still shew through so they were left in an ‗as is‘ state.
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Once Martin‘s billet was added I sensed something was
missing… Underneath the billet was a circular grove and
there lied the key, with the billet on the stage it was paint
on paint and I did not want it scratching. A quick hunt in
my tip of a garage soon found a large rubber ‗O‘ ring, and
guess what? Miracle of miracles, it fitted the groove perfectly and stood proud enough to stand off the billet from
the stage, thus to help prevent more scratching! Phew! That
was lucky!

Algol 75

Next, I needed to use some pop-rivets on the legs, just like Topcon had. When I stripped the tripod down originally I drilled
these out and now needed to replace them. I re-found some in
the garage, I ‗acquired‘ them years ago from the North East
Aircraft Museum at Sunderland (don‘t ask…).

Acknowledgments

I cleaned up the old Slik 88 pan and tilt head with ‗back-toblack‘ — you are meant to use it on the black plastic on car
bumpers and such-like, but it worked a treat. Last job was to
source some chain to stop the legs splaying, this brought the
total to over £50 and I think with the 10x70s it looks and works
a treat.
One last job, remember the brass and chrome bath room rail I
mentioned earlier? Well, it was just a little bit too big for what I
wanted it to do, that is hold off the washer and ¼ screw underneath the stage. Martin Whillock mentioned he had a lathe and
yes, I could borrow it. So one cold evening I made my way to
the ‗Easingwold Observatory‘ and soon had the brass turned to
a smaller diameter so it would not foul the top leg brackets.
To sum up (pun intended) it cost a lot at £50, new ones can be
had for a tenner on ebay, but like Mike Pringle said, to buy
something like this new would be in the £50-200 price range.
Plus I had the satisfaction of bringing together what looked
like junk from different sources, with the help of a number of
people.
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Andy Lawson for the stainless steel screws.
John Roberts for the old Topcon tripod.
Martin Whillock for his lathe.
Martin Whipp for the aluminium billet.

— Martin Dawson
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Message(s) from the Treasurer
Paul Buglass

Greetings all readers of Algol.

The Astronaut Farmer
— a DVD Review

The message from the treasurer this issue is a simple one:
Thanks for your continued support at the YAS meetings, for all
the raffle tickets you buy, and especially to those who often ask
me when your membership is up for renewal :-). It‘s great to
have folk ask rather than wait for me to politely chase them.
In terms of our funds we are managing to meet all our financial
obligations, while keeping the YAS accounts safely in the
black, and allowing for some planned improvements to the
YAS observatory. This financial year we have seen a small
increase in both the cost of hiring the Denham Room in the
Priory Street Centre, and also the rental of our ‗pad‘ for the
YAS Observatory. Provided we keep our membership numbers
up, and the numbers attending our twice monthly meetings and
supporting the raffle stay strong, we should be well placed to
weather the storm, and if the worst comes to the worst, you can
always take your mind off it all by spending more evenings at
the YAS Observatory and enjoying the celestial delights on
offer.
Very best wishes and clear, dark skies.

— Paul Buglass
treasurer@yorkastro.co.uk

This may be the first
DVD review in the history of Algol, but what
sort of a DVD should be
worthy of such an honour?
An outstanding documentary perhaps? Such
as Under the Shadow of
the Moon? Definitely,
but this is something
different. A nice, family
orientated story, with a
space flight theme, and
one which will warm
the cockles of your
heart.
While not strictly 100% authentic in it‘s depiction of rocketry
and realism, it is however very enjoyable to watch if you take it
with a pinch of salt and treat it as fiction, which it‘s meant to be.
The story centres around Charles Farmer and his family.
Charles was once an astronaut, but left the program many years
ago for personal reasons. He still has a burning desire to make
it into space, and this goal has been a driving force in his life
for many years. While many consider Charles to be eccentric,
and others think he is just plain mad, he encourages this view
by often wearing a Mercury-era space suit as he goes about his
daily activities.
With the support of his friends and family, and despite many
obstacles, he continues to work towards achieving his life-long
ambition, and just what is it he is building in his barn? Predictably, there is pain along the way, but the overall message of the
film is that if you really want something, have the support of
those around you, and are prepared to put everything into
achieving it, then almost nothing is impossible.
Ultimately Charles runs into conflict with the government, and
faces the ultimatum of stopping his attempts to realise his
dreams, or being locked up. For the final outcome, you will
have to watch the film yourself, but needless to say, there is a
happy ending which makes this film a rewarding and uplifting
experience, and one which will bring a smile to the face of any
space flight enthusiast.

— Paul Buglass
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An Invitation to Dinner
c/o Ken Willoughby

Ken Willoughby, St. Wilfrid's Catholic High School
and Carleton Community High School
Present

―Apollo 13: A Successful Failure.‖

Capt. Jim Lovell.
(APOLLO XIII COMMANDER.)
Gemini 7 & 8.
Apollo 8 & 13.
Friday October 2nd 2009 @ 19:30
St. Wilfrid's Catholic High School,
Cutsyke Road,
Featherstone
WF7 6BD
Tickets £60 each. Please send SAE to:
Ken Willoughby, 11 Hardistry Drive, Pontefract WF8 4BU. 01977 795535.
e-mail: ken.willoughby@btinternet.com

Please include your e-mail address and/or telephone number.
Jim will only sign copies of his book ―Apollo 13‖. One autograph per person only.

Dinner with Jim on Thursday night @ Wentbridge House Hotel 7:30pm — £60.
NB: Please let us know if you are vegetarian or use a wheelchair.

Group photos taken with Jim by Andrew Box and printed out on night — £10 each.
To reserve a ticket for the talk and/or dinner, please send £10 deposit,
with the remainder to be paid before August
2009.
Deposit for dinner is not returnable.
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These notes are culled from the YAS Yahoo site, e-mail and communications to me
plus my note books and observations of what you lot are up to. But remember they
are your records and not just mine, so please do contribute. Thank You.
— Martin Dawson

“Hi Martin, the Back-to-Basics day went very well, everyone enjoyed it and learned. The hall looked good. The
speakers were pleased. The food was appreciated. The traders did well. A triumph for YAS after the panic caused
by not getting enough bookings three weeks ago. The final total of all who were there was 60, including a few who
came late.”
We also had a few lines in The Press (formally Yorkshire Evening Press) on 2008 October 20 mentioning the BAA
Back-to-Basics (I noticed it was next to a piece concerning UFO‘s…)
2008 November 08, Friday, Meeting Number 789, 32 Attendees, Priory Street, York
„Exo-Planets, their Auroral Processes: The Hunt for Emission in the Low Radio Sky‟ by Sam George, from the
University of Birmingham Astro Physics and Space Research Group. Sam gave a very illuminating talk. I am not a
deep sky enthusiast but Sam‘s delivery and enthusiasm and the way he spoke and presented himself gave those
present a very entertaining evening. If Sam visits again, please do not miss him. Afterwards several of us went to
the Observatory and despite the cold we had the AE (Luton) 12-in working while John Roberts fired up his two
refractors. We looked at the moon and I attempted to take some pictures. The next target was the Pleiades. We soon
packed up at 23:30-ish.
2008 November 14, Friday, YAS Observatory, Rufforth
Peter Stamper from Northallerton had a few problems with his Skywatcher 4-inch so a few of us arranged to meet at
the observatory to help him out. Paul Buglass also had a new toy he wanted to shew and tell. Present also were 2IC
Jim Webster, Glen Berry and yours truly.
2008 November 15, Saturday, Leeds Astromeet 2008, hosted by the Leeds Astronomical Society, Leeds University
This was a last minute thing so been press ganged by Glen off we went. We soon met up with Andy Forrest, Margot
and Angela. We also caught up with a founder member of the YAS, Guy Fennimore, who is now Secretary of the
Society for Popular Astronomy. Also present was Martin Lunn of Aurora Books, we soon settled down to chatting
and telling tall tales! Martin Whillock joined us and in between lectures we had a look at the traders. There were
five lectures through the day but I think the highlight of the day must have been Dr. Allan Chapman who presented
„The Historical Relation of Astronomy and Astrology‟ – he spoke non-stop for some 1½ hours, no Powerpoint or
slides, he did not pause for breath, I think he only made one mistake, referring to Scorpius as a planet, I think we
will let him off on that one! I guess some 200-300 people attended. Please see Algol 74 for Angela‘s report. Afterwards Glen and I helped John Roberts move his observatory, before we arrived John had ‗split‘ his observatory into
three big manageable chunks. Did I say manageable? Well, with John‘s neighbour Dean we did get the things
moved and loaded in to John‘s hire van.
2008 November 21, Friday, Meeting Number 790, 30 Attendees, Priory Street, York
Tony Scaife of Hull and East Riding Astronomical Society. Tony, an old friend of the society gave his presentation
„Software for Astronomers‟. He started by discussing ZX80s, Commodores and touched on the ‗dark ages‘ precomputer, when we had no kit! (Someone with a 35mm camera was seen as a god and if they had film for it, phew!)
I noticed this started a rash of emails and messages on the Yahoo forum from people either looking for or passing
on links to FREE internet sites…
2008 December 05, Friday, Meeting Number 791, 27 Attendees, Priory Street, York
„Corona Conundrum and Prominence Puzzles‟ presented by Dr. Colin Steel, Manchester University. Discussed the
sun as a person, Height: 1,380,000km, waistline: 4,340,000km, age: 5,000,000,000 years — well it made me smile.
He went on to discuss the sun in some greater detail.
2008 December 13, 2nd Saturday Working Party, YAS Observatory, Rufforth
Today it rained, biblically: we thought the containers would float away! The Portakabin wouldn‘t have as it was full
of people… Anyway, MartinW, Jim-Bob, Glen and I tipped up but all we did was sit around putting the world to
rights…
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2008 November 02, Sunday, Easingwold Observatory, Easingwold
Martin Whillock filed the following report on the BAA Back-to-Basics event held at the Priory Street centre on
2008 November 01:

by
Martin
Dawson

Algol 75
2008 December 19, Friday, Meeting Number 792, 14 Attendees, Priory Street, York
Informal Christmas night. First up was Mr. Martin Whillock who shewed us Lord Rosse‘s observatory at Birr Castle, Ireland. Martin recently visited the observatory and gave us a photo virtual tour/walk round the telescope. Lord
Rosse was born in York and I for one enjoyed Martin‘s presentation. Next up was myself. I shewed my recent tripod restoration project (please see elsewhere in this issue) and a card-board tube lens, using an old OG from a damaged pair of 10x50s. I shewed how to take a picture with a DSLR with this ‗lash-up‘ –of Jim-Bob Webster– then
John Lockett connected my Canon EOS450D to his laptop and to the amazement of the audience shewed JimBob‘s mug on the screen in seconds! Finally, Paul Buglass shewed some of Martin Whipp‘s latest video film creations – one of an ‗upside down moon‘ but one film had everyone gasping: some time-lapsed photography of the
southern skies. All in all a lovely relaxed evening that was not only informative but great fun.
2008 December 24 Wednesday, Stargate Observatory, Bolton Percy, York
Hi All, I managed first light with my new 16-inch Dobsonian telescope last night :-). I went outside at 9pm and saw
it was mainly clear, much to my surprise. I set up the scope in 10 minutes and started off with M42. The view was
good, as would be expected with a large aperture, but not stunning mainly because of the poor transparency and
very moist air. I took the opportunity to align the Telrad and finderscope on Rigel. Movement in azimuth and altitude was very smooth, and buttery, just like a good Dobsonian should be, and the balance seemed spot on even
with a heavy 2” eyepiece. Moving to M35 in Gemini gave a pleasant view of this open cluster and it‟s smaller and
fainter NGC companion, then I moved to M31, M32 and M110, again with good, but not stunning views. The stunning views will have to wait until the next transparent and dark night, maybe at Kielder at the weekend. I was able
to check the collimation, which was good, and also the mirror figure with a Ronchi grating eyepiece and the figure
looked good. A star test will have to wait until a night with steadier seeing. After this I moved to M81 and M82,
and on the way there saw a fainter NGC galaxy nearby. It was gone 10pm by this time, and the air was ringing wet
with moisture so I decided to pack away.
All in all I‟m very pleased with the way the scope assembles and disassembles within about 5 or 10 minutes,
and the use of a small kitchen step ladder makes reaching the eyepiece, even at the zenith very easy. I could reach
focus with all my eyepieces, although I did have to have one of my 2” eyepieces proud of the focuser to achieve
focus without my glasses on. I have a 2” extension tube which should make this easier in future. Transporting the
scope with the wheel barrow handles is easy, but I‟ll need some small ramps to get it over the shed step easily and
some bigger ramps for the back of my Ford Galaxy. The focuser and finders are removable, and this allows the
secondary cage to be placed inside the mirror box, making the whole scope very compact when disassembled. A
canvas bag to hold the truss tubes safely is all I need, and I have a plastic box to hold the focuser, finder, and fittings. My impression is that a bigger scope would be much more difficult to transport and move around, so I‟m
pleased I went for this size, and not a bigger one.
Merry Christmas, Happy New Year, and clear, dark skies — report filed by Paul Buglass, York, UK
2008 December 31, Wednesday, Stargate Observatory, Bolton Percy, York
The following report was filed by Paul Buglass, having just returned from a visit to Kielder:
We arrived at „27‟, the B&B run by Terry and Gill who live in the village, at about 6:30pm and quickly unpacked our gear. We had rented the whole house just for astronomers for 3 nights and there were 4 of us in total
which meant we each had a room to ourselves. The house can sleep a total of about 8 people in four rooms with
combinations of single and double beds. Normally it is run as a B&B with rooms costing about £35/night, but Rob
had rented the whole house for 3 days, which meant the more people who used it, the less it cost each of us. We
drove up to the Kielder Observatory for 7pm, which is a 5 minute drive out of the village and up some forestry
tracks to the 1,300ft high observatory building. That Saturday night Gary Fildes (KOAS Chairman) was hosting a
public event with an illustrated presentation in the warm room, and the four of us (me, Rob from Huddersfield AS,
and Angus and Mike from Nottingham AS), helped out with giving guided tours of the 14” Meade LX200 scope and
the 20” Dobsonian. The skies were cloudy, so there was no observing for the public after the talk, but they all enjoyed the visit to the observatory, and the presentations, scope tours and Q&A sessions.
We stayed up at the observatory for a couple of hours after the event getting a training session from Gary on
how to operate some of the systems, etc, then left for the night. Gary had given us the keys and we were going to
come back on Sunday afternoon at 2pm to host an open house session where the public are invited to walk, cycle or
drive up to the observatory for an informal presentation and tour of the observatory. These walk-in events are not
ticketed, so you never know how many people to expect. In the end we had about 30 arrive over 2 or 3 hours. That
night there was another ticketed event for the public, so once again we helped Gary out by giving guided tours of
the various scopes in the two „turrets‟ and answering questions. Once more the clouds were against us, after having seen only the odd star through some gaps, so there was no observing possible.
On the Monday morning we had a 7 mile walk up to Scotland and back, along an old railway track once used
to carry mining materials up and down the valley. After the walk, we had a short rest, and then went to the observatory to open it for a couple of hours for a walk-in event, which was well attended with 17 people, despite the cold
wind blowing up the hillside.
When the walk-in event finished we went back to the village for an evening meal at the Duke‟s Pantry and a
short rest back in the house before heading up to the observatory again, this time for a Members only observing
night. I set up my big scope and the others had their scopes already set up. There were some small gaps in the
clouds and several stars were seen, but unfortunately there were no breaks big enough to observe through. We
whiled away the hours talking and eating chocolate treats, etc, while popping outside from time to time to check
the sky conditions. Eventually we had to concede that the sky wasn‟t going to clear, although the forecast had
shown a boundary between cloud and clear conditions with Kielder right on the transition. We powered down the
observatory and locked up at about 1:30am and drove down to the house and bed.
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The Tuesday morning dawned cloudy and cold as we packed up after breakfast and handed back the house
keys to Terry and Gill. The drive back to York was uneventful and Rob collected his car from outside my house
after a spot of lunch, and I began my unpacking.
All in all it was a great break, and one which I needed and enjoyed despite not having any observing. From
now on, every New Moon weekend will be a Members only observing time at the Kielder Observatory, so with luck,
I‟ll have more opportunities to observe there throughout 2009.
Very best wishes, clear, dark skies, and Happy New Year.

2009 January 02, Friday, Meeting Number 793, 17 Attendees, Priory Street, York
Bootham School Observatory by Mr. David Robinson. Excellent night last night. Not only did David Robinson tell
us the history of the Observatory at Bootham School but he invited us to see it! A few of us took him up on the
offer and we were soon climbing the narrow stairs to the observatory on the Science Block. We had a lovely view
of York Minster but also (as you could guess) lots of light pollution. David opened the slit to the ‗cone‘ and had the
4-inch refractor pointing at The Orion Nebula. Lots of nebulosity and the Trapeziem could be seen very well. The
Transit instrument amazed every one as well as the warm room with book lined walls! That gave every one ideas
for the look of our observatory. All-in-all a brilliant evening, it‘s not often, in fact extremely rare, nah impossible,
to have a lecture on an observatory AND see it in the flesh the same evening. (Try that with Palomar, La Palma or
Hubble...) I have created and posted some pictures on the Yahoo site, please do have a look. I have also dug out my
photocopy of the 1891 map shewing the site of the original observatory dating from 1850.
2009 January 10, 2nd Saturday Working Party, YAS Observatory, Rufforth
Although a bitterly cold day, Jim-Bob, PaulB, Young Master James, MartinW2, Glen and I, tipped up and had a
go… Ooo, it was cold, but MartinW2 fitted his ‗Mk.1 Patented Door Lock, Handle and Finger Trapper‘ while I
blocked up some small holes in the Portakabin. Young master James took delivery of his new telescope and looked
suitably pleased with himself, meanwhile MartinW2 had a session shovelling the weeds, moss and soil from the
pad. All in all another good days work.
2009 January 16, Friday, Meeting Number 794, 24 Attendees, Priory Street, York
This evening saw Martin Dawson present „Operation Hydra: Peenemünde, Halifax and Rufforth‟. Please refer to
the Last Word in Algol 74.
2009 January 17, Saturday, Sutton Bank, North Riding of Yorkshire
This evening one of many planned for International year of Astronomy saw a good crowd of people from both
inside and out of the YAS all tip-up at the Sutton Bank Visitor Centre, I counted 51. We had a good harem of telescopes, including the YAS‘s Meade 12-in. Andy Stevenson presented a talk covering basic astronomy. Starting
from the Solar System he worked out to include the whole universe. An excellent presentation and well delivered
by Andy.
2009 January 26, Monday, Carr Lane Junior School, York
This eventide saw Martins Whillock and Dawson, and Paul Buglass help Glen with a Star Party he‘d arranged for
Carr Lane Junior School. We had a number of telescopes and although the sky was cloudy Paul presented his patented Tour of the Universe talk. This was well received and he fielded a lot of questions. Glen‘s parents also
helped out and joined some of us at the YAS Observatory afterwards.
2009 February 04, Wednesday, YAS Star Party, Knavesmire Road, York
Hi Mark, All. We had a good night with Venus looking very nice in Glen‟s 70mm William Optics Apochromatic,
and the Moon looking good on the PC screen with Qamar‟s web cam in Hazel‟s ETX 70. The view of Venus was
great through Glen‟s scope, nice and sharp showing a nice crescent with about 40% illumination. We pushed the
magnification up to about 215x, before the image began to soften, which is pretty good going for a 70mm scope!
We had Dave join us with his 150mm F5 refractor on a CG5 mount, (Dave was at Sutton Bank), and another couple with a motorised Meade DS 4½ inch reflector. We also had a visit from a gentleman who lives over the road
and had dropped by before. Later in the night Glen put his 10” scope on his mount and we had a hazy view of M42
with the trapezium visible and a hint of nebulosity with averted vision. I left around 9pm and the temp on the car
display was -2.5 to -3.5C on the drive home. See you when you get back. Clear, dark skies. — Paul B.
Mark Allott replied with the following email, sent: 2009 February 05, Thursday:
Hi Paul, I was at least with you in spirit, if only 5hrs behind you all. The weather here in VA is providing us with
some clear spells, meaning that the temperature is dropping a little below freezing (instead of in Wisconsin, where
the temperature was barely above zero Fahrenheit, once wind-chill was factored in). Whilst out waiting for the
hotel‟s shuttle bus to come pick me up I got a good look around the night sky, clouds permitting... The weird thing
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Qamar Uddin replied with: Dear Paul, many thanks for the Kielder Report and for the „observation session‟ yesterday at the YAS Observatory (soon after you returned home!). As you will be going to Kielder every New Moon
weekend, please let me know the dates and if I can join you at those weekends that may coincide with the crescent
moon dates? Regards.

Algol 75

for me is looking up and seeing the Moon
almost at the zenith and Orion/Canis Major are just way too high up! Venus, as
usual is a beacon in the night sky, cutting
through all but the thickest of clouds. Surprisingly, when looking around, I wasn‟t
too badly affected by light pollution, although the biggest pain is all the aircraft
flying around as I‟m not too far away from
Dulles International airport (and no, I
couldn‟t find Mulder or Scully). Even with
the Moon in its current position, I could
still make out the faint fuzziness of M42
with eye-power alone! Hopefully see you
all at the meeting on the 20th. — Mark
Allott reporting from The United States of
America.

The prominent crater with the central
mountains is Theophilus — 65 miles
diameter. The central peaks and the
crater rim are 7,500 feet high. Taken
from Easingwold with a Nikon D40
camera on ‘Trusty’, the TAL 150mm
reflector on 31st March 2009.
— photographed by Martin Whillock

2009 February 06, Friday, Meeting
Number 795, 47 Attendees, Priory
Street, York
„Never Say Never: The Physics of Star Trek‟ presented by Dr. Hugo Alleyne, Sheffield University. Dr. Alleyne
attracted a lot of attention on this evening; I guess there were a few Star Trek fans. He discussed some of the science and technology in the Star Trek series‘ and (dared) to look into the future, could these things come true… we
await with interest…
2009 February 14, 2nd Saturday Working Party, YAS Observatory, Rufforth
A small group of us went to the Observatory; we did more tidying up than anything. I sorted out some eyepieces
and placed them in a Makita tool box John Roberts donated. These Saturdays are good as they lie half way between
meetings.
2009 February 20, Friday, Meeting Number 796, 36 Attendees, Priory Street, York
„The Life and Evolution of Massive Stars‟ presented by Dr. Lucy Hadfield of Ampleforth College, North Riding of
Yorkshire. Dr Hadfield who was born, raised and went to University in Sheffield before going to the USA to study,
discussed the Sun, then massive stars or ‗stellar monsters‘: very hot and very bright stars. She also discussed Open
and Globular Clusters. (As an aside I won the raffle after bragging all night that I would. Mapping Mars was my
target, I must thank PaulB for buying this book…)
2009 February 21, Saturday, Museum Gardens, Star Party Night
Hi All, an intrepid bunch of YAS members turned out from 6:15pm onwards to set up their scopes in front of the
Yorkshire Museum for Martin Lunn‟s Public Observing night. We had me and Richard with our big 16” scopes,
Glenn manning the YAS 12” Meade and his 10” Skywatcher, MW2 with his scope and Mark Dowson with his Newtonian. Despite the cloudy skies, people started arriving from about 6:45pm onwards, and we had a good crowd of
around 30 to 35 folk at various times. Nice to see a fair few families and kids, plus other individuals who were
obviously interested in Astronomy, evidenced by them turning out on a cloudy night. Much talk ensued and Martin
Lunn made good use of his Meade „MySky‟ interactive, hand-held planetarium, and was answering lots of questions. We had a few people who expressed an interest in coming along to YAS meetings and our Knavesmire events.
The highlight of the evening was when Mark Dowson shouted out that he had a star in his scope visible through a
gap in the clouds, and I think a few visitors got the chance to see it through the eyepiece. Well done Mark for
achieving the only astronomy of the night. The clouds remained, and we started packing up when the last of our
visitors left at about 8:15pm, and would you believe it... a few stars were starting to poke out as we drove off not
too long after 8:30pm. Glen and I dropped the 12” Meade off at the Obs and saw a bright object in the NW. We
couldn‟t believe Venus was still up so high at that time of night, but a quick grab of Alex‟s little blue 76mm „ball‟
scope on the bonnet of Glen‟s car, and there was Venus‟ crescent, clear as a bell. So we did get top do some
proper astronomy after all :-). We made £10.90 in donations, and hopefully a few of our visitors will come to other
YAS events in the future. All in all a most enjoyable night. CDS. — Paul Buglass
Meanwhile…
2009 February 21, Saturday, Lindesfarne, Holy Island, Northumberland
Our Lass dragged me to Holy Island, yes, outside Yorkshire! Well, it was my birthday… The sky was stunningly
clear but it was oh so cold and very windy. Venus was very bright way to the west and the stars, Orion, Leo and the
rest looked magnificent and although I was using a pair of 8x30 Noctovist I could see some nebulosity around the
Orion nebula. Shame it was so cold…
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John Lockett answered: Saturn looks really odd with its rings so nearly edge on. I‟m surprised that some of you are
struggling to spot the comet. It‟s certainly fainter than last week but I‟ve found it on the two occasions I‟ve looked.
Who else has seen it?
Paul Buglass replied with: Me! Clear in my 15x70 binoculars with a slight stubby tail and condensed core. James
saw it too last night, but not sure who else did. Cheers.
Replying to both, a report from Nick Whelan of Northallerton: Been out just now to see if I could see Lulin...
Nope :( I haven't a clue where I should have been looking, can't find Saturn or Leo — talking of which I can only
recognise the Great & Little Bears, Orion and the Moon so don't really stand much of a chance really! I do hope
you all got a good view, any photos?
Martin Dawson answered „...easy with a grubby pair of 8x30s!!!!! Am not kidding, Glen, Gareth (Glen‟s friend)
and I located Regulus then star-hopped heading south (1 star, 1st group of 2, 2nd group of 2, 3rd group of 2) and
BANG there it was! There were two stars nearby and it was as if the comet was 'flying' parallel to them heading
south bound. When I got home, I had a skank from Our Lass's garden with (hand held) 10x70s and it had moved a
heck of a lot compared to when we first clapped eyes on it. Must say, we were rather excited and jumped up and
down a lot! I really do wish more folk came down last neet, if only for half a hour, if you missed it you missed a
treat, that site is brilliant, it was so clear and yet so close to York...‟
2009 March 04, Wednesday, YAS Star Party, Knavesmire Road, York
Glen, Mark Allott, Neal Jackson, Mark Dowson, Harry and his mother, Mike & Mary, and myself went to the
Knavesmire. Had some excellent views of the moon and Venus. In fact we saw a lot considering the light pollution
but it was a bit chilly and we soon wrapped up around 21:00-ish.
2009 March 06, Friday, Meeting Number 797, Priory Street, York
Another informal night had another series of lecturettes. First up was Paul Buglass shewing his new 16-in Dobsonian and very proud he looked to (and quite rightly so). I for one was very impressed and it assembles so quickly
too! Looks to me a very good design. Then it was me shewing the audience the secrets of deep cleaning binoculars
plus a look at a compass on ebay. Warning, look out for fakes and copies! Mark Dowson discussed „Extra Solar
Planets Around Red Dwarf Stars‟. Please see elsewhere in this issue. Martin Whillock shewed us Les Granges in
France where astronomers can have holidays under clear skies observing. Some very nice countryside btw Martin.
Then to round off, John Lockett discussed „Atom Bombs‟ oh very cheery you all shout, but wait a minute have you
ever compared an atom bomb with a star? No, didn‘t think so… The evening finished with another session at the
Observatory.
2009 March 09, Monday, Moon Party, Roecliffe Primary School, Boroughbridge
On 2009 January 17 we held a Star Party at Sutton Bank and were approached by a teacher from Roecliffe Primary
School near Boroughbridge, with a question: Could we visit her school and shew the children the moon as they we
are covering it in class? I said yes, why not. This evening saw Glen, Paul Buglass, Martin Whipp and myself set off
in cars loaded with telescopes. We soon met up with Martin Whillock and while I gave a Powerpoint presentation:
„A Trip to the Moon‟ the rest set up telescopes in the school hall. I centred my talk on three themes, old stories and
myths about the moon, Apollo, and then the last third was discussing the new NASA programme ‗Constellation‘
with its new spacecraft Orion. They seemed to like it — we collected £44 in the donations box. Pretty good really
as it was cloudy. Our thanks go to Amanda Van Wyk and her team and pupils, you made us all feel very welcome.
2009 March 11, Wednesday, Star Party, Yearsley Primary School, Huntington, York
Like buses these events… Glen, Paul Buglass, and Martins Whillock and Dawson went to Martin Whipp‘s old
school. Again the sky was uncooperative but we soon had the Meade 12-in set up along with Glen and Martin
Whillock‘s Apochromatic Telescopes. Paul gave a whistle stop tour of the universe starting with our inner solar
system and worked out. There were lots of questions from a very full audience and Paul did not falter once! Again
we were fed and watered! Am not sure of the teachers‘ names but a big thank you goes to them for making us feel
very welcome.
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2009 March 02, Monday, Easingwold Observatory, Easingwold, North Riding of Yorkshire
Observing 2009 March 01. Quite a clear sky, stars marred by bright 4 day old Moon. Using 150mm TAL, 20mm
Vixen eyepiece, Barlows. Saturn: good, rings almost closed, no Moons visible. Comet Lulin: not found, has it faded
already? Castor split: very close white pair. Leo Algieba split: nice yellow pair. Orion Trapezium in a “burning”
blue nebula. Orion Orionis: triple, my first. Orion Alnitak: double, not split. Orion Minatak: widely spaced pair,
probably not a related „pair‟. Took some photos of the Moon too. Craters seen on the Terminator include (East to
West): Poseidonius 61 miles diameter, Theophilus 65 miles (one for Phil Shepherdson. Ed. Now you know why we
call him Philius…). Also good shot of Piccolomini 54, and on the Terminator again: Pitiscus, Hommel, Mutus and
Manzinus. — Martin Whillock

Algol 75
2009 March 13, Friday, Hospitium, Museum Gardens, York
„Cosmic Questions‟ presented by Brother Guy Consolmagno SJ, Vatican Observatory – Specola Vaticana. I have
heard Paul Buglass talk about Brother Guy many times after Paul had seen him give a talk at the West Yorkshire
AS. It all sounded very interesting if not fascinating and when I heard he was coming to York I was amongst many
YAS members who wanted to see Brother Guy talk. First, I would like to say Allan Chapman is good, very good;
in fact he‘s brilliant in his delivery and retention of facts, but Brother Guy, now there‘s an artist at work here. He
never paused, hummed or stumbled once. He never retracted a fact or snippet of information or retraced his steps.
He was brilliant. He discussed the nature of questions and stated that some questions become boring once answered. He started with humour, ‗What is it that I am yearning for at 3am during those sleepless nights?‘ that set
the tone for the evening. So why does the Vatican have an Observatory? Pope Gregory XIII set Fr. Christopher
Clavius SJ the task of reforming the calendar and that is how it all started. I won‘t go on too long but I can highly
recommend that you attend one of his talks. You won‘t be disappointed. Try… www.vaticanobservatory.org See
also… Algol 67: page 14, 2005 December, Paul Buglass‘ „Turn Left at Orion‟ article.
[As an aside here, I wrote an article about the reformation of Today‟s Calendar a few years back, tied in with why
there are 360º in a circle, 365¼ days in a year, the Mesopotomians, Ancient Egypt, and somebody called Julius
Caesar! It was written as the basis for a talk, and some of it shamelessly ripped from a brilliant TV series called
Solar Empire. Well it really captured my imagination at the time, and if there‟s any interest, I could always dig it
out again and publish it in Algol? Regardless, I suggest you seek out the TV series if you can. — Alex, Ed]
2009 March 14, 2nd Saturday Working Party, YAS Observatory, Rufforth
Hear ye, hear ye, hear ye... This forenoon witnessed Brothers Glen, Paul, Phil, MartinW1 and MartinD tip-up in
good time and order to commence work at the YAS Observatory. Brother Glen commenced by clearing out EVERYTHING from the North Wing and found lots of interesting things. Brother MartinD laid claim to some of the wood
and proceeded to build a bookcase to house the 'Harry White Collection of Astronomy Now magazines', recycling scrap materials, a certain pleasure was derived... Meanwhile, Brother Paul put Brothers MartinW1 and Phil
to work on the lighting system while he wired up some very large 'Layden Jars' for powering the lights with
'Electrickery'. Lunch Time arrived with much fanfair and delight. Brother John arrived and shewed us his new
binoculars while we filled our fat faces. They are „Carton Adlerblick‟ Binoculars, a name unfamiliar among the
'Experten' present. Around this time, the beginning of the afternoon, the Portakabin did look a bit of a mess. But
once the bookcase was finished, in place and filled with Harry White's Astronomy Nows we soon tidied the place
up. At the same time Brothers Glen and MartinW1 had all the good stuff back in place in the North Wing. Final job
was to paint the ramp that leads to the Instrument Cell with anti-slip paint — I do think this will be beneficial when
it‟s icy... Have a pleasant eventide... — Brother MartinD, YAS
2009 March 17, Tuesday, YAS Observatory, Rufforth
Arrived about 18:15-ish to find MartinW1 there first. We were soon to be joined by Glen, Phil and Paul Mackay.
After some ‗nose bag‘ we got the Mk.1A 10-in Dobsonian out for an airing — had some excellent views of a very
thin crescent Venus as she set low in the west. Tried to capture the ISS but to no avail, but did capture an Iridium
flare. PaulB tipped up about 20:00-ish and not long after we had some great views of Saturn with the rings almost
edge on. Considering the clouds we did A-ok in the brief time we were there. A nice fire was started and we burnt a
lot of rubbish i.e. emptied the bin from the Portakabin plus some scabby wood. Did a few other jobs: another coat
of non-slip paint on the ramp and some plastic caps on the recycle-book-case. All in all a very good evening.
2009 March 18, Wednesday, YAS Observatory, Rufforth
Saw Martin Whipp, Glen, PaulB, MartinD and Alex come down to the observatory. After collimating the Mk.1A
10-in. Dobsonian we had some great views of Venus, these last few months have been very good watching Venus
change shape. Which I used as a target for setting up my Canon EOS450D on the 10-inch with a view to taking
pictures of the ISS. As it happened it was a waste of time. Did capture Iridium 31 way to the north. Mid-evening
saw Martin Whipp leave and PaulB arrive. Paul set up his 16-in. Dobsonian 'Buster'. First target was the Orion
Nebula, then objects like Saturn, The Whirlpool Nebula and a Double Cluster. After a while I left but I understand
Alex arrived not long after, and was so knackered took a kip on the sofa while he was there!
2009 March 19, Thursday, YAS Observatory, Rufforth
Glen and Martin Whipp went to the Observatory and managed to capture images of the ISS with STS-119/
Discovery docked to it. They used a Canon EOS350D mounted on the Meade LX-200 12-in. GPS and shewed their
results at the following nights meeting…
2009 March 20, Friday, Meeting Number 798, 32 Attendees, Priory Street, York
Martin Whipp and Glen stood grinning like loons and shewed off the fruits of their labours from the previous evening. Pictures of the ISS and STS-119/Discovery docked to it. Well done lads, especially liked the last picture...
John Lockett shewed some pictures of parts of the moon's surface and discussed various points. Then we had the
guest speaker, Prof. Sam Falle of the Dept. of Applied Mathematics, Leeds University. He spoke about 'Relativistic
Jets' a very complex subject that led me to think the Universe as even more of a violent place. Afterwards, several
members convened at the YAS Observatory, where the Mk.1A Dobsonian was brought out and used with great
vigour.
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[Maybe we should rename the Mk.1A Dobsonian „The Beast‟ or just the „Mark 1‟ since it keeps popping up
throughout the Diary pages? Bloody good piece of kit, and evidently a real YAS workhorse of a scope. — Alex, Ed]

2009 March 26, Thursday, Easingwold Observatory, Easingwold, North Riding of Yorkshire
A break in the clouds in a dark blue sky over Easingwold. The 150mm (6") TAL Newtonian was switched on at
20:30 hrs and the Whirlpool Galaxy M51 was quickly found — very feint. Saturn was clear with the rings like
sticks on either side. Titan and Rhea or Iapetus were off to the right. Next stop the M81 galaxy in Ursa Major, hard
to find without GoTo and near Polaris, very feint. I tried for the double star Coma Bernices 24, but no luck. I like
Coma B. Then the clouds came back at 2100 hrs. A brief but successful viewing. — Martin Whillock
2009 March 27, Friday, Sutton Bank, North Riding of Yorkshire
This evening was an attempt at seeing a very young new moon. YAS Hon. Sec. Martin Whillock and I met at the car
park at Sutton Bank; we were soon joined by Philip Holmes. It was very windy and cold, as would be expected at
such an exposed site. Soon YAS member Qamar Uddin and his friends arrived and we then set off on foot to a site
that Martin Whillock had surveyed earlier in the week. We settled down for a short period of setting up telescopes,
binoculars and cameras on various tripods. Unfortunately a large bank of cloud obscured our view of the sky but
we had a great time talking and admiring the view overlooking Thirsk in the Vale of York. Midway, Philip Jennings
and his mother arrived and joined in the fun. Although the sky was not playing, it never fails to amaze me (at
events like these) how many photographs were taken of people, by people there, I guess they want to record and
keep the moment...
Around 19:25 we started packing up and drifting off in groups after saying our good byes. The last group to
leave had Philip Jennings who kept looking westwards as we walked away from the site when he noticed a very
thin crescent moon. Quickly we stopped (it was 19:33) and set up our equipment (again). Both the Philips managed
to take a picture each and although blurred they do shew we did see the moon. Looking through 10x70s it was
certainly the thinnest crescent I have ever seen. Although a cold evening it was certainly an exercise worth repeating. I must say a big thank you to Qamar's friends for their hospitality, chat and company, let's meet again
lads! ;o) Regards and best wishes to all. — MartinD
2009 March 28, Saturday, York Observatory, Museum Gardens, York
Looked after the old T.Cooke & Sons 4-in refractor, found a few problems with it, see diary entry for Monday
2009 March 30…
2009 March 30, Monday, Stargate Observatory, Bolton Percy, York
Hi All, Kielder was variable this spring, scary at times, but ultimately rewarding. When I arrived on Tuesday
morning, the site was the driest I‟ve ever seen it, and the grass had just been cut so it looked very nice and welcoming. The tent was pitched and shortly afterwards MW1 arrived and pitched his tent too. The Angler‟s Arms has
changed ownership, and although the new menu is less expansive than the old, the quality of the food is still very
good, and their chicken and mushroom curry is my new favourite, along with the Battered Cod, chips and peas. I
can also recommend the food served by the Duke‟s Pantry as it now offers bigger meals such as Steak & Kidney
pudding with chips and mushy peas, or corned beef pie, etc, and Yvonne is a welcoming host opening at 8am each
morning for breakfasts for all the astronomers at the star camp, and serving evening meals until 7pm.
Wednesday saw some rain showers but nothing heavy, and Glen and Gareth arrived. Over Wednesday night
the showers continued on and off every few minutes so there was no observing despite the short clear gaps between
showers.
On Thursday it was bright, with the promise of some wintry showers, so we had a walk up the Radar hill and
sheltered from a violent hail storm at the top before walking down in sunshine again.
Friday saw serious rain and gales, with very heavy rain over night. After the Angler‟s Arms meal, we watched
a video on the laptop in my tent, then retired for the night. Shortly afterwards, MW1 advised us that the water was
rising fast and in the night he and Glen both abandoned their tents and spent the rest of the night in their respective cars just in case the rising water engulfed their tents. Michael and I braved the weather in our tent because I
knew the location was on a high spot, so water shouldn‟t be a problem, but the wind was fierce and wrecked a
couple of tents elsewhere in the site and blew someone‟s telescope over too.
As Saturday progressed, the clouds cleared, the sun came out and the puddles dried somewhat. The talks at the
castle were good and the vendors managed to relieve me of some money (for stuff I really needed you understand),
and the night was forecast to be clear throughout. After eating at the Angler‟s Arms, we made our way up to the
KOAS Obs, and I had my Dob set up and observing before the sky was even past twilight. The crescent Moon was
nice and M42 was visible with nebulosity too even in a bluish sky! The Dob performed very well, and gave great
views of many deep sky objects, and Saturn too. Michael was tired so I packed it away at about 10:30pm (after
more than 3 hours of constant use), and we headed back to the campsite for 11pm and -3º temperatures, parking
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2009 March 21, Saturday, Yorkshire Air Museum, Elvington
Martin Whillock had arranged for YAS to help out with a star party. Unfortunately the sky had other ideas. But
PaulB had his 16-in Dobsonian out for an airing, Martin Whillock his Apochromatic telescope, and Richard his
Meade 16-in. Lightbridge Dobsonian. This was the first time I had seen it, very impressive. An interesting exercise
would be to compare PaulB's and Richard's telescopes, maybe a test for a future observation session? Glen looked
after the Society‘s Meade 12-in and JohnL had his Meade 8-in that looks heavily modified. While I had my Orion
10x70s mounted on my restored tripod and minced about looking at the pretty aeroplanes and taking pictures…

Algol 75
on the access road to avoid our lights spoiling imaging and observing on the campsite. Michael was in bed very
quickly so I walked around for an hour or so, chatting and observing with others before hitting the hay myself at
about 1am. Apart from a bit of cloud about 2am, it stayed clear all night, and as the temperature dropped to -5º,
the transparency even improved too, rewarding those who stayed up all night. Martin had left in the small hours of
Sunday after finishing his imaging up at the KOAS Obs, and Glen left after breakfast on Sunday morning.
On Sunday evening, Michael and I ate at the Duke‟s Pantry at 5pm, rather than the Anglers Arms at 6pm, to
allow more time to set up the scope and cameras in anticipation of another clear night. Sunday night looked promising as dusk approached, and I was all set up with the EQ6, 80mm Apo, CCD camera and PC ready to go, but
ultimately it clouded over as I was doing my alignment, so I packed away at about 9pm after feeling a couple of
spots, but it didn‟t rain, just stayed cloudy all night and into Monday morning.
We got the tent down reasonably dry in the morning, with just dew on it, but it was too grey for it to dry off, so
it was stuffed in a plastic bag and is drying on the lawn now as I type. The one good Saturday night made up for all
the poor weather, so everyone left very pleased with the event. I‟m booked in for the autumn event in October (14th
to 19th). Clear, dark skies. — Paul Buglass
Reply from John Lockett… ‟Dry is not a word normally associated with Kielder and it obviously didn't last. I've
managed a couple of imaging sessions having a couple of good nights. Last night was interrupted by work and only
managed a couple of images but I did at last take some decent flat fields of the twilight sky.‟
2009 March 30, Monday, York Observatory, Museum Gardens, York
The previous Sunday with Martin Whillock‘s help, we turned a new ring for the eyepiece holder for the T. Cooke
& Sons refractor, and this evening I installed it. I also fixed the wire cable holding the weight on the clock drive.
2009 March 31, Tuesday, YAS Observatory, Rufforth
Attached a blanking plate to the AE (Luton) 12-in. Thank you goes to John Roberts for his assistance.
Phew, have we really done all this? Think I‘ll let William Shakespeare have the last word…
“…and damn‟d be him that first cries „hold enough!” — Macbeth V.VIII

— Martin Dawson

Just one of the telescopes the York Astronomical
Society now has available for use — nicknamed
‘The Beast’ by some unfathomable reasoning :-)
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Extrasolar Planets Around
Red Dwarf Stars
by Mark Dowson

Based on his presentation to the YAS on 2009 March 06
YAS Meeting No. 797
To begin with, Extrasolar is simply the term used to describe
planets beyond our solar system. Red Dwarf Stars or main sequence M class stars, as they are also known, are stars with a
radius less than two thirds of our Sun‘s. Most do not even produce six percent as much visible light. The lower temperature
results in the reddish hue from the visible light produced being
close to the infra-red area of the spectrum. Much of the light
produced is in the infra-red.
The problem with Red Dwarf Stars is that a planet needs to be
very close to this type of star to receive enough heat to support
life (as we know it). Originally it was doubted whether a planet
could survive so close to its star due to the tidal forces caused
by gravity. On the plus side, Red Dwarfs are very common,
making up 70% of all stars. The nearest star to us, Proxima
Centauri, at 4.22 light years away, is a Red Dwarf star. And
Barnard‘s Star, Wolf 359 and Lalande 21185 —the next nearest
stars besides those in the Alpha Centauri system— are all also
Red Dwarfs.
Since we can have extrasolar planets around Red Dwarfs, it
means planets should be a good deal more common than they
would otherwise be. Red Dwarf stars live for at least 10 times
longer than stars like our own, giving more time for life to develop. Small planets are easier to detect around them, due to
these stars being smaller, so a planet‘s influence on them is
more evident.
This brings us to the topic of the detection of extrasolar planets.
Most extrasolar planets have never been visually imaged, but
rather detected by their effect on the parent star. One of the
most common detection methods is called Radial-velocity and
was used to discover the planets around Gliese 876 and 581. It
exploits the fact a star with planets or other companions appears to wobble, since the star itself orbits the central point of
the mass of the whole system rather than its own centre of
mass. This is typically only by as much as perhaps 12 or 50
metres a second. From these "wobbles" it is possible to deduce
not only the existence of these planets but their mass, distance
from the star, and orbits.
Unfortunately Radial-velocity has its limits. The smaller the
planet is —and the further it is from its star— the smaller and
less frequent the wobbles, making these kinds of planets harder
to detect. As a result no Earth-sized planets have been detected
yet at distances from their stars comparable to the Earth from
ours.

parent stars. It has only been in the last several years that progressively smaller planets have been discovered. The advantage
with Red Dwarf stars is the planets need to be closer to them to
support life as we know it.
Let us look at Gliese 876, my first example of a solar system
around a Red Dwarf Star. It is 15.39 light years away from us
in the constellation of Aquarius and has three planets.
Two of these are of gas giant masses and at distances of 0.13
and 0.21 Astronomical Units (1 AU equals the average distance
of Earth from our Sun), possibly both in the life zone. They are
also likely at these distances to have white clouds of ice water.
The inner most planet is possibly a large terrestrial planet, at
0.021 AUs, which would definitely be too hot for life.
The outer gas giant could have Earth-sized moons capable of
supporting life — it has almost twice Jupiter‘s mass, although
is probably around the same size, since its greater gravity
would pull the layers of gas closer in. With the inner gas giant
it is questionable whether moons could form in the first place or
last long enough due to the tidal forces between it and the parent star. It also has just over half the mass of Jupiter.
The second system, Gliese 581, is 20.5 light years away from
us in the constellation of Libra. It has three planets with masses
considerably less than Jupiter. With at least the outer two the
masses are about right for them to be terrestrial planets.
The second one out, unimaginatively named Gliese 581c, is the
smallest extra solar planet discovered so far — it has a mass of
around 5 times that of Earth‘s and is likely to have a radius less
than twice that of Earth. Due to being only a 14th of the distance from its star that Earth is from our Sun (0.073 AU), it is
likely to be tidally locked. This means one side would always
face the star and the other side face away. Despite initially
believed to be at the right distance from its star to support life,
the suspicion is that Gliese 581c would be untenably hot, due to
a greenhouse effect from too much carbon dioxide in its atmosphere.
With this in mind, Gliese 581d —the next furthest planet out—
at 0.25 AU, is a better candidate for harbouring life. It has a
mass about 7.7 times that of Earth. If 581d has a similar greenhouse effect to 581c this would possibly make the temperature
just right.
So to summarise, interesting solar systems can be found around
stars smaller and more common than our own, and such places
are quite possibly capable of supporting life.

To begin with all the planets which have been discovered
tended to be of Jupiter mass or greater, and very close to their
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Power at the Pad

An electric tale from Paul Buglass
Since we officially opened the YAS Observatory at our ‗secret
location‘, we have had plans to provide electric lighting, both
white and red. The provision of suitable lighting is made more
awkward by the fact that there is no mains electricity available
at our site, therefore any power we use would have to be either
brought with us, or generated at the site.
Our previous observatory took the first approach, and we used a
12V car battery which had to be periodically taken away to be
recharged. This was far from ideal and we never knew quite
when the battery would run out, leaving us in the dark, literally.
For the new observatory we decided on a new approach, and
settled on a design which incorporated a solar voltaic panel and
a number of deep-cycle 12V batteries. The power system was
installed last summer, has been tweaked over the winter, and is
now able to provide all the lighting needs of the observatory.
The set-up consists of a 43W solar panel which uses a 4 Amp
charge controller to change a pair of 12V 110AHr deep-cycle
batteries, wired in parallel to provide 220AHr of capacity.
Under bright sunlight the panel can put almost 3AHr into the
battery bank, but a realistic figure is closer to 2AHr in Winter
time. Even with a conservative estimate of only 1 hour per day
of bright sunlight during the winter months, we can still expect
to put over 12AHr into the batteries during the week, which
will allow us to use our lights for 6 to 8 hours at a weekend
without depleting the batteries on a week by week basis. In
Spring and Autumn the figures are more like 30AHr a week
into the batteries, which is more than enough for a few nights of
observing at the weekends. In the Summer time we will have
power to spare so we will be holding lots of summer BBQs and
other evening activities... Bingo anyone?

The 4A charge controller is adequate
for our panel size and batteries.

The power feed out of the batteries is protected by a 20A inline fuse (car spade type for easy replacement), and this will
likely be up-rated to 30A or more in the future as additional
power-hungry equipment is installed in the observatory, such as
mains AC voltage inverters.
The white lights we use are low energy, compact fluorescents,
rated at 7W and 11W, but they are unique in that they are designed to operate directly off a 12V DC supply, so they contain
an integrated inverter to power them. They look just like other
low energy light bulbs you would find in your house, and give a
similar light level you would expect from your bulbs at home.
The use of ES (screw) fittings is desirable, as these are easier to
ensure the correct polarity is maintained, however the bulbs can
be bought in either ES or Bayonet fittings.
The warm room cabin has been provided
with a single 11W bulb, with a switch beside
the cabin door, which provides adequate light
for most activities such as reading, committee meetings, etc. A 7W bulb has been installed in a bulkhead fitting on the observing
deck for setting up and clearing away purposes, again with it‘s own adjacent switch.
Finally there is another 11W bulb and switch
above the main door into the container, but
again the use of this light will be limited to
setting up and clearing away, as both this
light and the observing deck light will normally be turned off during observing, when
red lights will be used exclusively.

The 43W solar panel mounted inside the
Window for security purposes.

The red light in the observatory is provided
by a number of small 12V festoon lights,
which contain 8 red LEDS in each. One red
light is located next to the container door
with a master red light switch, and two more
red lights illuminate the stairs up to the observing deck.
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The costs of the major system components were £249 for the
solar panel, about £50 for each battery, and approximately £10
per 12V low energy bulb. The wiring and other ancillary
switches, etc, have come mainly from our ‗bits and bobs‘
boxes.

In the container we have red and
white lights, separately switched.

On the observing deck itself there are two additional red lights,
but these can be switched on and off independently of the other
red lights if needed, ie. if CCD imaging was being undertaken
and all lighting on the observing deck needed to be extinguished.
Now that the observatory lighting is fully operational, we are
working on installing a table area for laptop PCs in the cabin,
which will have a small mains power inverter, running off our
12V supply. This will enable observers to use and recharge
their laptops as needed. We will also be able to tap off 12V
feeds to the Meade pillar, and the AE (Luton) Ltd 12-in. Newtonian telescope drive system, in the latter case again utilising a
small mains inverter.
If the additional power demands of the laptop station and telescope drives prove to be taking more out of the batteries than
we can put back during the week, we have the option of installing a second 43W solar panel, thus doubling our power generation capacity.

On the observing deck there is a white light
for use when setting up and cleaning away.

Thanks should go out to all those who have helped me put the
power system together and get it wired up, with special mention
to Phil for much of the wiring detail, MW1 for the woodwork
and bulkhead fitting, and MW2 for sourcing suitable light fittings and cables.
I feel it is very appropriate and fitting for us to be utilising
power derived directly from our nearest star, the Sun, to help us
in our night time observations of other stars and celestial objects.
Long live ―Star Power‖!

— by Paul Buglass

Two 110A/hr deep-cycle batteries wired in parallel, with
fuses on the input side (10A) and output side (20A).

It has been a very rewarding exercise to equip the YAS observatory with a ‗renewable‘ energy lighting and power system,
and it has demonstrated that something similar could be done
on a domestic scale to provide limited household lighting and
power too. Holding committee meetings in the observatory with
a bright light available at the flick of a switch, without having
to fire up the petrol generator, is a great convenience, and one
which shouldn‘t be underestimated.
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The panel is not obvious from outside, and the window
glass and security grill only reduce efficiency by 10%.
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The York Astronomical Society
Lunar
Section
by Phil Shepherdson, York AS Lunar Section
You know that, ―Oops what have I done now‖ feeling when a
tug at a jumper thread starts to unravel an entire armful? Well
that seems to have happened to me when I jotted down a few
lines about Mare Crisium (Sea of Crises).
This is such a fascinating and intriguing lunar formation and is
seen at its best just after full Moon. When the terminator begins
to wrap her inky black shadow in a slow embrace, the entire
feature seems to come alive. Over a period of a few hours (if
luck and weather holds out), there are subtle craterlets, wispy
surface colours, slowly revealed, prelude to perhaps a mystery
waiting to be solved?
Mare Crisium was one of the first mare to be formed, older than
both Imbrium and Orientale. It covers an area of 66,000 square
miles and is 350 miles in diameter in the east-to-west direction
and 270 miles in the north-to-south direction. It is centred at
approximately 20 degrees north and 60 degrees east, it is near
the eastern edge of the side of the moon. It is the most obvious
naked eye feature. There are a few notable craters, Picard and
north east from there, Peirce. The feature protruding southeast
of the mare is a feature called Promontorium Agarum.

This comment is shared by Apollo 15 command module pilot
Alfred M. Worden who described his experiences of seeing the
mare as "It is almost like flying above a haze layer and looking
down through the haze at the surface. Ejecta from that crater
(Proclus) does not look like it is resting on top of Crisium. It
looks like it is suspended over it."
Upon the feature itself: "It looks artificial. It's almost incredible
that such a thing could have been formed in the first instance,
or if it was formed, could have lasted during the ages in which
the moon has been in existence."
Meanwhile however, back at the telescope eyepiece, I live in
hope. Given time perhaps I (or you) might discover it!

Mare Crisium holds many
unusual secrets: one is a
gr av itat io nal a no mal y
known as a "mascon," or
mass concentration. The
mascon is presumably the
fragments of the asteroid or
comet whose impact created
the mare basin buried beneath the surface. You can
imagine then the difficulty
in computing the orbits of
lunar space probes which the
high-gravity causes. It also
causes lunar satellites orbiting at low altitudes to either
impact the moon or to be
flung out into interplanetary
space after a few years.

Mare Crisium

Coordinates

17.0° N, 59.1° E

Diameter

418 km

Eponym

Sea of Crises

And now there is another mystery which I hinted at earlier.
In a BBC radio interview made by British astronomer Dr H. P.
Wilkins (Patrick Moore's Armchair Astronomy, Patrick Moore,
1984, Patrick Stephens Ltd., UK.) he described seeing an alleged 12-mile long bridge-like structure in Mare Crisium."
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Gliese 581c — An Alternative View
by Alex Bardy

When I first heard about Gliese 581c, I was one of many
who whooped with joy at the prospect of an Earth-like
exo-planet in this corner of the galaxy – indeed, at only
20.5 light years away, the prospect of popping over for
tea one afternoon has me positively salivating...
I was also quite pleased to see that we have granted it a
really hip cool-sounding name like Gliese 581c – I'm
guessing my proposed alternative, The Planet of Incredibly Small, Squat, Flat-Headed Aliens, didn't quite have
the same level of outright coolness to be a serious contender.
To be fair, I was instantly struck by the prospect of our
first communication across these starlit heavens...
―Hello there, we are a peaceful planet across the way,
approx 20.5 light years give or take a few months -- at
least most of us are peaceful, when we're not indulging in
a few race riots and political shenanigans along the 'you
say we say' line. Although if you've yet to discover the
secrets of intergalactic travel you'll no doubt have your
own issues to deal with, so we don't really want to complicate matters.
―Oh, and by the way, when you come upon the concept of
explosive compounds just be sure to channel your energies into very big engines for travelling very long distances rather than very big bangs developed for very bad
reasons. And as soon as you've got the chance, pop by for
a cuppa and a biscuit – we're good like that, especially the
British. Of course, if you're not quite that advanced yet, a
simple hello or a few mysterious crop circles will do
wonders, and we'll be sure to get back in touch with you
soon.‖
Sounds like a promising enough start, no? And of course
we'll send this message in 220 different languages -- including Morse :-) -- across a trillion different wavelengths
and then repeat it ad infinitum... or at least for a few
months at any rate until the money starts running out!
Of course the reply could come in a number of forms,
although the one I fancy the most would be short and
sweet: ―No thanks, we'll pass this time round. We tried
the pyramids, and the crop circles idea, but you're just not
getting there, so when you discover the wonders of coffee
and loving thy neighbour we'll probably talk. Until then,
so long, and may your skies stay forever cloudy, or at the
very least just turn right at Alpha Centauri and keep on
going.‖

Now I'm sure many of my learned colleagues would agree
with me that we could build an entire trilogy of sci-fi (sic)
novels from the above conversation – all the usual hallmarks are there: trials, tribulations, conflict, alien civilisations, and of course a good ol' cup of charlie; but all jesting aside, it did set me thinking more seriously about the
subject: How could we even consider workable communication across galaxies?
Alas, the immediate answer has to be a ―Nada, it ain't
happening,‖ and the thought of serious thinking in anything I write is farcical in the extreme. Of course, and
you'll get to know this about me eventually, I'm somebody who always consider alternatives, and in this particular instance my immediate 'solution' was to dispatch a
million ne'er-do-wells on a kind of prison colony craft the
likes of which Star Trek could only dream about, and basically send them all packing – this kills two birds with
one stone: it'd mark a (very) desperate start to our intergalactic exploration, and a potential solution to the modern
prison crisis! It does also throw up a load of new problems of course, but let's not complicate matters just yet...
hehe...
Upon initial consideration, this colony ship idea is all too
easily dismissed – damn I wouldn't mind spending my
twilight years on the HMSS (Her Majesty's Space Ship)
Endeavour, never mind letting all those convicted felons
have all the fun; but I wonder... how many other people
would consider it a worthy way to go out? And more to
the point, how many would share my own opinion that
this would be a wicked thing to do to the rest of the galaxy? Indeed, why would we wish to infect other worlds
with our poison chalice? Moreover, and this is the crux of
the matter, if there were indeed intelligent or dare I say it,
'superior life' out there, surely they'd have the good sense
to stay well away, and maybe this is where we should
begin the definition of intelligent life in the first place!?
In conclusion, anyone that has ever spent time with young
children should already be well aware that Goldilocks in
the classic, original fairy tale was in fact, not a very nice
person at all – something to think about perhaps?
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Let There Be Light

Hatim Salih brings the universe into focus
Martin Dawson: Astronomy at all levels —and in fact any of the sciences— is a great way for breaking down barriers
and extending the hand of friendship to all faiths, creeds and races. I often believe we in the West become too inward
looking, believing we invented or discovered everything. The truth as we know is not so. The Chinese discovered the
New World in 1421, not Columbus in 1492, and Newton and Galileo were not the first in their fields either...

Ibn Haitham, a pioneer of optical technology, and Galileo,
depicted here holding a telescope, appear on the frontispiece
of a 1647 description of the moon by Johannes Hevelius. The
diagrams and Arabic writing on the side are said to be drawn
and transcribed by Ibn Haitham himself. (Image courtesy of
Harvard College Library).
— Hatim Salih
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Despite the fact that the European Renaissance was foreshadowed by a revival of Greek ideas – primarily through the penetrating commentaries of Muslim polymath, Ibn Rushd
(Averroes) – the birth of modern science was marked, nonetheless, by a collapse of the Ptolemaic worldview. Ptolemy‘s
widely accepted theories had to give way to new theories based
on experiments rather than the authority of Aristotle and Plato.
This empirical worldview was mathematically articulated using
analytic geometry, powerfully combining Euclid‘s geometry
with the Algebra of Al-Khwarizmi (Iraq, 780-850).
Ptolemy‘s worldview had two main aspects, one optical and
another astronomical. In astronomy, he elaborated Aristotle‘s
view that the Earth was the centre of the universe into a complete cosmological model. Although Ptolemy‘s model of
spheres within spheres gave generally accurate predictions, it
nevertheless placed the Moon on an orbit that sometimes
brought it twice as close to the Earth than at other times. This
meant that the Moon ought to have sometimes appeared twice
as big!
While this flaw did not prove fatal to Ptolemy‘s model, a major
technological breakthrough in around 1608 did. The invention
of the telescope, by Dutch spectacle-makers, enabled Galileo
soon after to observe various stars and planets with unprecedented clarity. Galileo found that the planet Jupiter in particular
had several moons which orbited around it – in direct contradiction to Ptolemy‘s geocentric model in which all heavenly
bodies orbited around the Earth. Despite the Church‘s trial and
subsequent persecution of Galileo, Ptolemy‘s model was eventually replaced by
Kepler‘s heliocentric model in which the Earth orbits elliptically around the Sun.
In optics, on the other hand, Ptolemy incorrectly explained the
phenomenon of vision in terms of his ‗visual ray‘ theory, the
origin of which goes back to Plato. According to the visual ray
theory, otherwise known as the emission theory of vision, the
eye emitted rays which travelled through the air sensing various
objects. These rays then conveyed back to the eye a visual representation of the viewed objects. Ptolemy‘s visual ray was said
to be like a ‗blind man‘s stick.‘
Remarkably, at the turn of the first millennium, another major
technological breakthrough in the form of an experiment enabled Arab physicist Ibn Haitham (Alhazen) to successfully
explain vision solely in terms of light travelling into the eye.
Using the pinhole camera (the principle behind photography)
which he pioneered, he experimentally demonstrated how reflected light-beams from illuminated objects travel into the eye
to project a point-for-point image of the visual scene. Not only
did Ibn Haitham‘s work discredit Ptolemy‘s erroneous emission
theory, it also established experiments as the norm of proof in
optics and, more generally, in physics. (See The Miracle of
Light, A World of Science, Vol. 3, No. 4, October-December
2005).
And while in optics the study of the burning properties of
lenses began shortly before Ibn Haitham, the study of their visual and magnifying properties was effectively launched with
his seminal Kitab Al-Manazir or Book of Optics. This underpinned the craft of the Dutch spectacle-makers who, by holding
one lens in front of another, invented the telescope – enabling
Galileo to scientifically challenge Ptolemy and, more audaciously, the Inquisition. We all know what happened next.

Picture Quandary
Martin Whillock

These two pics are of the same target about 30 minutes apart, to
compare my two scopes. The date was 28th March 2009, and
the time of the first pic was 1915 hrs.
The top one was taken with ‗Trusty‘, my permanently mounted
TAL 150mm f5 reflector, using a 20mm Vixen eyepiece in the
camera adaptor.
The other was taken with my beautiful Celestron Onyx
80mm EDF refractor, with no intervening eyepiece.
Trusty comes out best. The camera is a Nikon D40, a starter
DSLR. ‗Film‘ speed for the Onyx pic was 200, and for the
TAL, 800. The aperture was altered back and forth as the Moon
drifted towards setting, with most pics taken at about aperture
30 and f7. Image quality was set to Fine. The camera was controlled with an infra red remote, and mounted on a Velbon camera tripod for speed, not a good idea because it was windy.
A crescent moon taken by
Martin Whillock with ‘Trusty’
on 28th March 2009.

Both pics were altered using Microsoft Picture Manager — a
photo programme with limited facilities such as Brightness,
Contrast and Midtones adjustments. By adjusting the viewing
size of both pics side by side until they are the same, the differences can be seen. Neither pic is crystal clear, and I would like
comments as to why?
The same crescent moon
taken by Martin Whillock
using a Celestron ONYX,
also on 28th March 2009.

One of my ambitions is to photo a crescent Moon with the sun
shining on the top of a mountain floating in space off the end of
a crescent tip.
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The Definitive History of the
York Astronomical Society (so far)*
Part the First, as presented by Martin Dawson

there was no suitable society for members of the public in existence at the time.

„The further back you look,
the further forward you are likely to see‟
Sir Winston Churchill

In a letter to Journals and Transactions, Mr H. Fielden of
Bootham, York writes ―Sir, — Mercury was well seen here tonight (Monday), from 6.15pm to 7.25pm, when it became obscured by light clouds. It was by this time, of course, nearly
set.‖ — this part of his letter is dated Monday, 12th March,
1906. Mr Fielden was elected to the LAS in 1900 February(5).

The author back in the days when he had hair — a more
scary presence you’d be very hard-pressed to find...

In mid-2008 a number of YAS members discussed the history of
our Society. In 2012, the Society will be 40 years old and it
seems appropriate that in these years leading up to 2012 that
perhaps some document should be prepared. I would say that
having joined the YAS in 1973 August, that to just sit down and
bash away at the keyboard would be an easy option. However, I
have elected to refer to the YAS‟s Algol Newsletter (from 1979),
letters, newspaper cuttings, committee meeting minutes, and the
old accounts book. I have also searched through my own photograph albums, old diaries, letter files (nearly every letter I have
received from 1973), newspaper cuttings, recordings from local
radio, and material from the York library, and other societies.
First, a little pre-history...

—— Prehistoric Age
During the 19th century there were two societies in York that
taught and practised astronomy. The Yorkshire Philosophical
Society and The Bootham School Astronomical Society(14). The
school society was only for pupils at Bootham School and is
therefore outside our accounts here. The Philosophical Society
covered other disciplines as well as astronomy, including geology, archaeology, and natural history, and again is outside our
account as it‘s not purely astronomy.
Perhaps the first references to a Society or should I say people
in York belonging to an astronomical society, can be found in
copies of ‗Journals and Transactions‘ of the Leeds Astronomical Society from around the end of the 19 th Century. I would
reason they joined the Leeds Astronomical Society (LAS). as

In 1920 February, Mr Scott, Hon. Curator of the York Museum
Observatory presented a paper discussing the Observatory in
York, and the following October the LAS undertook a journey
by (steam…) train to York, to visit the factory of ‗Messrs.
Cooke and Sons for making of astronomical and other optical
instruments‘. Later that evening ―…the party proceeded to the
Museum, where Mr Scott, who is Hon. Curator, read a paper on
‗Astronomical Instruments‘. The party were going to undertake
―…an opportunity of practical star-gazing, but time and
weather did not permit‖.(4) So here we have a guest speaker
telling a society about an observatory and its instruments, and
the society following up with a visit to the observatory. Not
much has changed; the YAS did a similar exercise in 2009
January.
During the late 1950s the British Interplanetary Society had a
Yorkshire Branch (amongst many others — the Southern Californian branch still exists today). The Yorkshire Branch of the
BIS was based in Harrogate at Harlow Hill Tower and were
building a dome on the top, to house a 6-inch reflector donated
by Jodrell Bank. They were primarily interested in the new
fangled space age and the satellite when first launched, and
undertook observations that would be submitted to operation
‗Moonwatch‘ — an international organisation that undertook
the observation and recording of the early satellites.(13) One of
their activities was having meetings, and a couple of meetings
were held in York House, Clifford Street, York. Alas, strong
winds damaged the dome and it caught the telescope, not long
after the branch folded.(6, 11)
Hence this chapter — for obvious reasons — ‗Prehistoric Age‘.

—— Paper Age
From 1962 to 1971 there was a ‗York Astronomical Society‘ —
their inaugural meeting was held at The York Settlement, Holgate Hill on 1961 March 09.(1,2,16) Later meetings were held at
the Railway Institute, Queen Street (where incidentally the present society had there first meetings). A 4-in Cooke telescope
was bought for 2 Guineas in 1962 April, from The Mount
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A rather motley-looking crew, but all geared up and
ready to go... a defining attribute of our society today?

School(8) but it is not known if any record or results still exist,
or even where it was sited.(3) This telescope is now housed in
the York Observatory, Museum Gardens. A look at their programme for 1969-70 shews they were affiliated to the BAA and
the Yorkshire Philosophical Society. Holding meetings at the
Railway Institute once a month, subjects covered at the time (as
if you couldn‘t guess…) in 1969 September, included ‗Why go
to the Moon?‘, followed by (in 1969 October), a member‘s
presentation: ‗Practical Telescope Making‘ by Mr Malcolm
Brown, and in 1970 March: ‗Film Show‘. They had a varied
selection of meetings —if only once a month between September and May,(15)— and only four members on the committee:
this would suggest to me at least, why the society folded. Two
meetings a month plus extra dates in-between, and a large committee to spread the workload helps with a vibrant and successful group. Witness ours today…
In 1970-71 we see 48 members, but it must be realised that 26
of these are either members of two school groups (St Peter‘s
School and The Mount School) plus family members. This list
was sent to the Yorkshire Philosophical Society in 1970 November; perhaps they needed proof of a large group to be affiliated? Who knows? By 1971 May there were no nominations
for Committee Members, and using the Bye-Laws, the Society
dissolved itself in 1971 June.(9) From documents I have seen I
read that this society styled itself as just ‗York Astronomical
Society‘, whereas ours styles itself as ‗The York Astronomical
Society‘.
Hence this chapter — ‗Paper Age‘, having only read about this
society on paper documents.

Formed in the summer of 1972(10, 11) the society planned their
course carefully. It was a two-pronged course — first and
quickly, a meeting place central to York was found in The Railway Institute, Queen Street, York: two large rooms with open
coal fires and large tables were on offer. These rooms, on the
second floor, would be used from 1972 to 1977. The second
prong of this course of action was to find a site for an observatory. The first site was near to Acaster Falls, to the south of
York. A visit to the Salmon Fishing Lodge on the banks of the
Ouse at Acaster Falls soon revealed structural problems and it
being next to the river was liable to floods and fogs. This idea
was soon abandoned. The second site was much better. On the
edge of Acaster Aerodrome dating from WW2 was a hospital,
long- since abandoned but part of which was a home, but on
this site was a small brick building. It had very thick walls
some three bricks thick. During the Second World War it was
to be a small generating plant to supply electricity to the hospital. Mr Blain the owner was approached, and a reasonable rent
was agreed.
Meanwhile, various other activities took place, a sponsored
walk on the Lyke Wake Walk was undertaken and some jumble
sales held to raise funds. A large raffle was also held. This
money plus the subscriptions made a tidy sum – first year accounts for 1972 August to 1973 August shews £105.73½
raised, of which £55.37 was spent, not a bad return.
The Newsletter, as it was first called, was ‗duplicated‘ on yellow paper: No. 2 for 1973 October discusses such topics as
‗The York Astronomical Society has been in operation now for
over a year. Although we have not succeeded in having an operational observatory, we have been far from inactive‘ as we
have just seen. Topics discussed ranged from up and coming
astronomical events like a transit of Mercury on 1973 November 10 and Comet Kohoutek. The AGM on the 1973 August
24th shews seven people were elected (I would like to add this
was the very first meeting the likes of Mr Philip Hammond and
Mr Martin Dawson attended. We joined straight away, I paid
£1.00, but for some reason Phil paid only 50p, I‘ll have words
with him some day…)
The telescope that the YAS was first planning was a 9-in reflector, the mirror for which was donated, and then refigured by
Vickers Instruments for the price of £12.93. The tube for this
project survived for years at the Observatory. This plan was
soon abandoned when a 1917 George Calvor 12-in reflector
was bought in 1973 December 28th for £57.00. It was some
instrument and although it had no mount, it had a selection of
eyepieces and a star-diagonal which perplexed every one!
The Calvor looking out of the fibre glass dome Roger made.

—— Iron Age
Then 1972 dawned…
Apollo 16 had gone to the moon and Mr Trevor Wood who was
interested in astronomy (and would later tell me he wanted to
work at Vickers Instruments but ended up working with televisions) had looked around for a society to join. He found a group
of people at Stamford Bridge; some worked at Derwent Plastics
and met in a pub or Mr John Stephenson‘s garage. There was a
teacher, Mr Roger Jackson, Mrs Judith Acton the secretary, and
a group of students.
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First job on the observatory was to brick up part of a wall that
was missing, then fill in the floor with rubble and concrete it
over. The summers of 1974-75 saw lots of activity nearly every
Sunday (not just second Saturdays like now…) One group led
by Mr Roger Jackson built and created a multi-sided dome with
fibre glass – some of which was recovered insulation from the
pipes in the old buildings on the site. Another team led by Mr.
Eric Toolan and Mr Steve Cooper worked on the observatory.
After the floor was in place a concrete pillar was created underneath of which was a time capsule! Next job was to create a
wooden roof upon which the dome and its steel track could be
mounted. Although the Calvor was not installed straight away
we did have a building looking like an observatory!

Woodview was the name of the place
where the first observatory was, BUT it
was never known to us as that name.

On the concrete pillar a steel mount was created, this was built
by Mr Trevor Wood and Mr M. Manderfield during 1978 and
once mounted we had an operational observatory! Although we
had problems with people leaving and membership dropping,
the younger element of the society enjoyed going to the observatory and using the old telescope. We would even camp out
and be fortified by runs to the chip shop in Bishopthorpe and
outsales at the pub in Appleton Roebuck! By 1986 we had to
abandon the site: Mr Blain was poorly and decided to move
away. We sold the Calvor in 1988 October 07 and made £350,
again not a bad return on the £57 investment in 1973! We also
sold the dome and made £10, this went to Barrow-in-Furness
AS.(11)
Hence this chapter — ‗Iron Age‘, but perhaps ‗Fibreglass Age‘
would be more appropriate…
The so-called Acaster Observatory... possibly the York
Astronomical Society’s first ever working observatory?

—— Cardboard Age
The next phase of the YAS really overlapped the previous. Mr
Trevor Wood managed to secure a grant from York Council to
build a 10-in Dobsonian. It‘s size was dictated by the load carrying area of a Ford Escort Mk.3 Estate that Trevor used for his
work. A large cardboard tube was held at one end in a box that
in turn rested on Teflon bearings of another box (Rocker Box).
This was a very simple design and was very quickly built. 1982
March 07 sees £107.80 paid for the optics and 1982 June 01
another £18.46 for the wood. I do believe the cardboard tube
was free! It‘s interesting to note that we were still supporting
and maintaining the Observatory in the early 1980s while embarking on the Dobsonian project. Shame NASA can‘t overlap
their manned space programmes, we at YAS would never be
without access to large telescopes from 1977 to the present day
and into the future. I say telescopes because as soon as the Mk1
was built the Mk2 was started – the Mk1 also won the first telescope-making competition at the Amateur Astronomy Centre
Star Party in 1984 Easter and we as a society had two 10-in
reflectors plus a 12-in Calvor in an observatory at the same
time during the mid-1980s. ‗Not bad eh?‘ as some would say,
we were also busy in other quarters. The Newsletter became
‗Algol‘ with issue 17 for 1979 Christmas, Halley‘s Comet was
in the skies, and trips and visits to other societies were under
taken: Croyden AS‘s 21st Anniversary, Manchester AS‘s 75th
Anniversary Celebrations, and the Federation of Astronomical
Society events at Coventry. Also Boston Astronomers‘, Bristol,
Cleethorpes, Scarborough, Leeds, Harrogate, Huddersfield and
West Yorkshire AS‘s were all visited; either to attend their
events or give lectures – sometimes quizzes with these groups
were also undertaken. We made a lot of friends and have still
kept in touch with them to this day.
Hence this chapter — the ‗Cardboard Age‘ for obvious reasons.

—— Concrete Age
In late-1977 we had to move from The Railway Institute, it was
closed for a short period and underwent major renovation. We
started having meetings at the Folk Hall in New Earswick and
although the rooms were nice they were a bit small and some
members stopped coming because of transport problems. Professor Michael Woolfson, our Hon. President at the time was
approached and he arranged a room to be provided
in the Physics Block at York University. Nearby was
Goodricke College, and after a few years we had
meetings there. This seemed appropriate with it being named after a York Astronomer. The beauty of
meeting at the York University was the rent, it was
free! From 1978 to 1999 we paid no rent whatsoever, certainly a handsome record that this society
will never better. While at the University, we discovered to the south of the campus an old abandoned
concrete shed. It was made of concrete slabs and
was used for housing equipment for experiments by
students at the Physics Department. It was situated
on land that was recovered from the soil removed
when the University Lake was created in the early
1960s. Next to it was the University‘s first observatory (now that is another story…). In the concrete
hut we housed the 10-in Dobsonians and a few of us
would use them after meetings. We had created
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4. Journal and Transactions of the Leeds Astronomical Society
Nos. 27-28 for the year 1919-20, pgs 45-46.
5. Journal and Transactions of the Leeds Astronomical Society
No. 14 for the year 1906, pg 164.
6. Discussions between Mr Stu Lowther (Glass Shop, Vickers
Instruments, and Bio-Rad Micromeasurements) and Martin Dawson, 1977-80 and 1990-92.
7. Programme 1969-70, York Astronomical Society. Source: Mr
Trevor Wood, YAS.
8. Copy of letter from Mount School Bursar to Mr Metcalfe,
(YAS). Source: Mr Martin Lunn, YAS.
9. Copy of letter to all members from Mr J. Coulson, announcing
the dissolution of York Astronomical Society, 1971 May 12.
Source: Mr Martin Lunn, YAS.

The Calvor was eventually sold in 1988, for £350 —
a tidy profit indeed, way back then...
(built…)

two concrete pads so that the telescopes would stay level. This was a
very useful system, having a meeting, followed by a short walk
to our little observatory. It was during the early 1980s that the
YAS had TWO observatories, although the university site was
good, it did suffer from light pollution, so having the Acaster
site —which had excellent dark skies— was a good adjutant.
This did not last for long unfortunately and when we gave up
the Acaster site (1986) we also gave up the University site as
the University‘s observatory suffered some vandalism and we
reasoned it would only be a matter of time before we had our
concrete hut damaged and it‘s contents. But while there, we did
observe a solar eclipse and a lunar eclipse, plus hosted numerous observation sessions, and had a Star Party for a party of
school children.

10. The Yorkshire Evening Press „Judith Joins Star-Gazers‟, an
un-dated cutting shewing Mrs Judith Acton, first secretary of the
YAS.
11. Astronomy Now magazine, 1992 May, pg 15. One of the UK‟s
best astronomy magazines.
12. Scan 5, 1975 July, pg 27. Scan was a short-lived A5 duplicated magazine given free to societies during the mid-1970s.
13. Spaceflight, Vol 1, No. 4, July 1957, pg 143 and Vol 1, No. 6,
1958 January, pg 224. Spaceflight is the magazine of the British
Interplanetary Society.
14. YAS Meeting No. 793 for 2009 January: „The Bootham School
Observatory‟ presented by David Robinson.
15. Yearbook of Astronomy edited by Patrick Moore: the „old‟
YAS is mentioned in the 1968, 1969, 1970 editions. Author has not
seen sight of 1971 and 1972, but the next reference is to the present
YAS in 1975 onwards.
16. Algol 71, 2007 June, pg 22. I have found Mr Metcalfe‟s article
from the Yorkshire Evening Press, it dates from Friday 1961
March 10, hence the first meeting of the „old‟ YAS was the previous
evening.

Hence — the ‗Concrete Age‘, for obvious reasons.

— References and notes
With due thanks to Alex Bardy for this rendering of his idea of a title. With a long story such
as this, references are important. Memories
fade, perhaps not as quickly as late 1970s photographs, but they fade nonetheless, and although the documentation is available, it‟s
perhaps not readily accessible, so the following
should aid the historian of the future to gain
access easier.

The observatory in snow, 30 Dec 1978.

1. Conversation held between „Red‟ Ken
(of Holgate Settlement), Mr Tony O‟Conner
(one-time secretary of „old‟ YAS, Vickers
Instruments and Bio-Rad Micromeasurements), and Martin Dawson.
2. Publicity handout — photocopy provided by Mr Phil Shepherdson, YAS.
3. Brief History and Specification of
Cooke 4½” Clock Driven Equatorial Telescope, Mr Tony O‟Conner 1981 August 05.
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Neal’s Ramblings byNealD. Jackson
Greetings everyone, with the first Algol of 2009 the very special 75th edition. I would like to start these latest ramblings by
congratulating our gallant editors Alex and Martin for doing an
excellent job on my last article I wrote in Algol 74. [Yes, it was
littered with spelling mistakes, grammatical errors and the paper it was hand written on, ugh… Has the 21 st Century arrived
in „Osgodforesaken‟ yet? — MartinD, Ed]
I spoke to Alex recently who said they had had very little feedback. In the past I have said what I thought, well I am putting it
in writing for the record. The new Algol is in good hands boys,
keep up the good work!
Algol has changed over the years, but one theme has always run
through as far as I can remember, a bit of humour from cartoons to funny captions on photographs. I have been a member
of YAS since 1982 and I have an almost complete collection of
Algols going back to those days. Unfortunately I only have
access to the last few issues as all the rest are stored in box files
in the attic and I simply do not know where to start as there is
that much stuff up there. Eventually when the long term renovations on the cottage are complete, that will be my next great
project, to sort the attic out and find the missing Algols.
For Christmas 2008 I received my usual copy of ‗The Yearbook of Astronomy‘, of which I have a complete collection
from 1978 onwards, plus a few odd ones before this that I have
picked up at book sales and the like. Speaking of 1978, it was
in that year that I first knew of the existence of YAS, no internet then of course! I could not attend until I had transport of my
own, so in 1982 when I had a car, I looked up the YAS entry in
the back of the Yearbook and contacted David Barker. Some
long standing members will remember him, the Jolly Traffic
Warden. [I heard through a neighbour recently, that Dave is
still at large in York and doing well — MartinD, Ed] He was
delighted by my enquiry and arranged the meeting details for
me. I still remember my first meetings at the University. A new
member in those far-off days was quite an event. After the
meetings I was whisked off to visit the observatory at the edge
of Acaster Airfield, things were a little primitive then compared
with our current facility.
That is how I became a member of YAS ‗…the Greatest Astronomical Society in the World…‘ as used to be claimed in various ancient copies of Algol. [Trust me Neal, YAS still is... —
MartinD, Ed] Over the years there have been many memorable
events, far too many to list them all here, but here are a few...
In those early days we used to visit the AAC – Amateur Astronomy Centre near Todmorden quite often, arriving lunch
time for a bite-or-two to eat at The White Hart, then up to the
site, attend lectures (during which some would fall asleep),
stagger around the stalls, meet and greet old astronomy friends,
and maybe do a bit of observing before travelling home very
late.

We have had public star parties on the Knavesmire for a long
time, but once or twice special ones have been put on for special events such as Lunar Eclipses.
One of the most memorable was in 2001 January when there
was a Total Lunar eclipse. Paul Hudson from BBC Look North
presented the weather live while everyone was there. Martin
Dawson was interviewed by BBC Look North, while Hazel
Collett was interviewed for nationwide BBC News (look behind her and you may see Martin and John Roberts) — I still
have the tape some where.
While on the subject of eclipses, the total solar eclipse of 1999
August will be remembered for various reasons by different
people. It was only total in South-West England and many people headed there and were unfortunately let down by the
weather. Knowing that the predictions were for cloud (Neal
reads his tea leaves…) I stayed at home. In our part of the
world it was only partial of course at 88% but it was still going
to be dramatic and there was more chance of it being clear.
Unfortunately, I missed the first part of the eclipse including
the maximum due to some low down cloud. Only then did I
realise that it was not natural cloud but muck from Drax Power
Station! The rest of the eclipse was well seen as we hastily decamped down the lane.
Another momentous occasion was the Transit of Venus in
2004. Many of us attended a special gathering at Paul Buglass‘
residence. Cloud interfered early on but we had good views of
the event later on and even Venus leaving the Sun‘s disk.
Some of us reconvened at Paul‘s in 2007 October to open his
‗Stargate Observatory‘ with its ex-York University 14-inch
Celestron. A good time was had by all [We even had a live
video link with Martin Whipp in Australia — MartinD, Ed] and
what a fantastic facility, and in a wonderful countryside setting.
The series of occultations a few years ago, of Saturn and Jupiter
by the moon, were very successful. I observed most of them
from home. Most were filmed by a team led by Martin Whipp.
However there was one early evening which was a grazing occultation. At the time we were in York and the weather was not
very kind with gale force winds, cloud and rain. I took the telescope just in case. Amazingly it cleared, so we raced to the
Knavesmire to join people at a YAS Star Party. We managed to
observe the event successfully despite telescopes being
pounded by high winds. John Roberts even managed to video
it!
The annual Perseid meteor shower meetings in August have
always been good events where we meet up as a society. These
events help break up the long barren summer period when there
are no meetings at Priory Street and sometimes we even see
some meteors!!!
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Tommy’s Question

There have been many comets over the years, some faint and
not very impressive, some nice telescopic objects, just visible to
the naked eye, but two form the mid-1990s Comet Hale-Bopp
and Hyakutake were exceptional, and will never be forgotten.
To bring us up to date, the first meeting of 2009 brought Mr.
David Robinson of Bootham School to Priory Street, to give an
excellent talk on the Bootham School Observatory and Astronomical Society. After the meeting he invited those who
wished to, to visit the observatory as it was a very clear and
frosty night. It was well worth the effort, with an amazing view
of the City from the flat roof, all be it very hairy even with the
railings — it must have been even more exciting before the
railings were installed!
The 4½-inch Thomas Cooke Refractor inside the dome
(cone…) was fantastic. We only had a brief chance to observe
one object, the Trapezium in Orion. All in all a brilliant night, I
had visited the Observatory before in the early 1980s as part of
an Astronomical Tour around the City, but this was the first
time I actually had a look through the telescope itself.

Martin Whillock

Here‘s Tommy walking on York City Walls. He asks ―Are we
moving, I mean as well as walking? We are going round the
Sun aren‘t we ?‖
What a question – can you help add to this possible list of motions, or fill in any blanks?
Motion
number

Direction

Speed

1

Up and down movement of
the Earth surface due to
Tides, Post Glacial Rebound,
Tectonic factors and Groundwater Extraction, etc.

??!!

2

Earth rotation on its axis

About 800 mph
Eastward in York

3

Earth precession

4

Rotation of Earth / Moon
system around common centre of gravity – somewhere
within the Earth

5

Earth elliptical rotation
around Sun

6

Solar system rotation around
Sun

7

Solar system rotation of
Milky Way Galaxy

8

Milky Way motion towards
Andromeda Galaxy

9

Rotation of Local Galaxy
Group

10

Motion of Local Galaxy
Group

About 40 km/s

11

Motion of Local Supercluster
of Galaxies

About 600 km/s

Now just to finish off, a quick update of what I have been observing. On the 2008 December there was an occultation of
Venus by the Moon. Unfortunately I was at work. Going home
at 18:00 I saw the moon with Venus still very close to it, an
impressive sight. On other occasions the moon has flirted with
Venus as it moves past it every month. Telescopically I have
had some excellent views of the phases of Venus, with maybe a
hint of the illusive clouds, or was it my imagination! Saturn has
also been very good with it‘s rings almost edge on, making it
easier to see it‘s satellites.
We will see what this summer brings, more on that next time,
that‘s all for now fellow astronomers!
Clear skies to you all

You can contact ALGOL at...
Martin Dawson:
flugluftholgate@hotmail.co.uk
Alex Bardy:
mangozine@btinternet.com
Or via the YAS Yahoo Group:
yorkastronomy@yahoogroups.co.uk
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About 107,300 km/h
(67,062 mph)

About 230 km/sec allowing for rotation of the
Earth around the Sun.

Algol 75

The Last Word...
Here we are once again, guys and gals, and oh hasn‘t it felt like
ages since your last dose of Algol-mania?
To be fair, following Algol 74‘s appearance just before Christmas, it was felt that this issue would be full to bursting with
content, the hope being to get as much material as possible to
help celebrate the 75th issue of Algol. Indeed I was expecting
to be positively buried in the stuff by all you eager beavers, but
alas, you‘ve obviously all had much better things to do, like
actually getting out there and doing some observing — oh for
the shame of it!
Just a casual glance at this issue‘s Astronomer‘s Diary will immediately reveal to one and all the spurious activities of surely
one of the most active astronomical societies in the country?
And for this I have to take a bow and congratulate each and
every one of you, although there are certainly a few deserving
special mention for their continued efforts, including all the
usual culprits — you‘ll find their names littered throughout the
magazine, but most especially in Martin Dawson‘s excellent,
ongoing Diary. A more active, motley selection of active
worker bees we surely couldn‘t hope to ask more from?
It‘s a pleasure also, to welcome back Martin Whipp to the fold
— having spent a fair bit of time down-under doing what he
loves most, he‘s finally decided to return home, back to a YAS
that loves and cherishes him like a new-born son, even more
than he‘d probably ever care to know, although he‘d probably
prefer us all to keep it under our hats... :-) How fitting it is
then, to have the man himself introduce this special celebratory
issue of the magazine?

By my reckoning that makes it almost 30 years and 58 issues
since the name-change, and a good average ‗run rate‘ of almost
two whole issues a year! You‘ll excuse me while I indulge in
the fact that Martin and I have now produced three of these
since July/August last year — hoorah, we‘re setting the course
for this particular ship I hope, although it does mean there‘s
that incy-wincy bit of pressure to keep on achieving, and well...
some of us thrive under those conditions.
That said, it does of course bring me to a favourite subject of
mine: contributions. Where are they guys? Let me see ‗em, let‘s
be having them, then... We can‘t keep producing this minor
masterpiece without some real help from you lot y‘know?
You‘ll see that I‘ve also managed to squeeze some of your letters and comments into this issue, in the ‘fragmentation‘ section
— these were taken from various comments I have received via
email, and I would certainly be more than pleased to feature
more entries from other YAS members. Please be assured, that
despite our omnipotent demeanour, both Martin and I are more
than able to handle a few ‗hard knocks‘, so if there‘s something
you don‘t like about the magazine, we certainly want to know.
We cannot improve or change things unless we are aware of
them, and the only way that‘ll happen is if you get in touch and
tell us.
There are contact details elsewhere I‘m sure, but it won‘t hurt
to re-iterate them here, and please feel free to email comments,
contributions, thoughts, quandaries, and just about anything
else remotely related to the magazine or YAS itself:

And yes folks, that does indeed mean that there have now been
75 of these things, and as far as I can tell, the history of the
magazine itself stretches as far back as 1973, although it would
seem the title itself, Algol, did not make an appearance until
1979 December with issue 17 (referring to Martin‘s history
piece in this issue, pg 32, Cardboard Age).

Alex Bardy (me): alex@mangozine.com
or mangozine@btinternet.com
Martin Dawson: flugluftholgate@hotmail.co.uk
YAS Yahoo Group: yorkastronomy@yahoogroups.co.uk

— Alex Bardy, co-editor

www.yorkastro.org.uk
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